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(1) Agency
,

Pennsylvania Public Utiliw Commission 0<

_______________

13 m
a

(2) Agency Number: 57-323

Identification Number: L-20 18-3002672 IRRC Number: 3214 t)

(3) PA Code Cite: 52 Pa. Code § 77. 1—77.7

(4) Short Title: Pole Attachments

(5) Agency Contacts (List Telephone Number and Email Address):

Primary Contact: Cohn W. Scott (717-783-5949; colinscottpa.gov)

Secondary Contact: Christian A. MeDewel] (717-787-7466; cmcdewellpa.gov)

(6) Type of Rulemaking (check applicable box):

H Proposed Regulation H Emergency Certification Regulation;

Final Regulation H Certification by the Governor

H Final Omitted Regulation Certification by the Attorney General

(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)

The final-form regulations exercise reverse-preemption of the Federal Communication Commission (FCC)

regulation of utility pole attachments pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 224. Chapter 77 does not represent a change

in law as it adopts existing FCC pole attachment regulations with which the regulated community must

currently comply. Chapter 77 is responsive to stakeholder requests for more ready access to the

Commission as a forum to resolve pole attachment disputes that originate in Pennsylvania. State regulation

of pole attachments will assist with government efforts to enhance the availability’ of high-speed internet

access in Pennsylvania.

(8) State the statutory authority for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.

At the federal level, reverse-preemption of FCC pole attachment jurisdiction is permitted pursuant to

47 U.S.C. § 224(c). At the state level, 66 Pa. C.S. § 501(a) provides broad authority for the PUC to act

to enforce the Public Utility Code and “the full intent thereof.” Commission authority may also be

found at 66 Pa. C.S. § 313 (authority concurrent with United States); 314; 501 (enforce the full intent

of Public Utility Code, including as it relates to federal law); 701 (ability of affected persons to file

complaints with the Commission); 1301 (authority over jurisdictional rates); 1501 (authority’ over

jurisdictional services).



Accordingly, pursuant to Sections 201 and 202 of the Act of July 31, 1968, P1. 769 No. 240,45 P.S. §
1201—1202, and the regulations promulgated thereunder at I Pa. Code § 7.1, 7.2, and 7.5; Section

204(b) of the Commonwealth Attorneys Act, 71 P.S. § 732.204(b); Section 745.5 of the Regulatory

Review Act, 71 P.S. § 745.5; and Section 612 of the Administrative Code of 1929, 71 P.S. § 232, and

the regulations promulgated thereunder at 4 Pa. Code § 7.231—7.234, the Commission is proposing the

adoption of the final-form regulation set forth in Annex A attached to the Notice of Final Rulemaking.

(9) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or state law or court order, or federal regulation? Are there

any relevant state or federal court decisions? If yes, cite the specific law, case or regulation as well as,

any deadlines for action.

Reverse-preemption of FCC pole attachment jurisdiction is not mandatory. Currently, twenty states

have opted to regulate pole attachments. These are Alaska, Arkansas, California, Connecticut,

Delaware, Idaho, Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampshire, New

Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Utah, Vermont, and Washington, as well as the District of Columbia.

(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public interest that justifies the

regulation. Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quantify the benefits as completely as

possible and approximate the number of people who will benefit.

Recent public demand for ubiquitous access to wireline and wireless data technology has increased the

need for more streamlined pole attachment procedures in Pennsylvania because pole attachments are

integral to wireline and wireless broadband infrastructure deployment. Affected entities and

stakeholders have for some time made informal requests that the Commission consider exercising this

option under federal law. Chapter 77 will provide stakeholders with the opportunity to access the

Commission’s adjudicatory resources and to develop precedent relevant to the challenges of broadband

deployment in Pennsylvania. Asserting state jurisdiction over pole attachments will assist policymakers

in efforts to expand access to both wireline and wireless broadband services for all Commonwealth

residents, businesses, schools, and hospitals-- particularly in rural areas of Pennsylvania. The

regulation of pole attachments will dovetail with executive and legislative branch efforts to enhances

high-speed internet access. In early 2018, Governor Thomas W. Wolf launched the Pennsylvania

Broadband Initiative to make a dedicated effort to provide high-speed internet access to every household

and business in Pennsylvania including the Pennsylvania Broadband Investment Incentive Program to

offer up to $35 million in financial incentives to private telecommunications providers bidding on

service areas within Pennsylvania in the FCC Connect America Fund Phase II auction and with its new

Rural Digital Opportunity Fund. Similarly, in the Geneal Assembly, Representatives Pam Snyder and

Kristin Phillips-Hill have formed the bipartisan Broadband Caucus to promote a legislative agenda that

furthers the deployment of high-speed broadband services throughout the Commonwealth.

(11) Are there any provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? If yes, identify the specific

provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations.

No. Chapter 77 adopts existing federal standards to be enforced at the state level.
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(12) How does this regulation compare with those of the other states? How ‘viii this affect

Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states?

As a general matter, enhancing the availability of high-speed internet access in Pennsylvania will make

the state more attractive to business and residents particularly in rural areas. Specifically, most of the

states utilize the federal rules because they have not preempted FCC jurisdiction. In addition, because

Pennsylvania stakeholders are well acquainted with the federal rules, the ready availability of a local

forum in which to apply them will serve as a competitive advantage when telecommunications firms

consider where to make network investments.

Pennsylvania’s current number of pole attachment complaints is among the larger of the states which

remain under the FCC’s pole attachment jurisdiction. The Commission does not expect the number of

pole attachment complaints to change by an order of magnitude when Pennsylvania asserts jurisdiction.

On average, approximately two Pennsylvania-specific pole attachment disputes are filed with the FCC

per year. Currently, no such disputes are pending before the FCC. The principal difference between

Pennsylvania and comparable states is that the FCC and Pennsylvania do not regulate municipalities as

part of their pole attachment processes, whereas other states that have asserted jurisdiction regulate

municipal pole attachments.

As stated in our response to Question #9, twenty other states and the District of Columbia have

exercised reverse preemption. A review of bordering states and other comparable states (California,

Illinois. and Massachusetts) did not reveal any state that has taken the approach Pennsylvania is

adopting. None of the reviewed states have taken a turn-key approach or by statute or regulation

decided to automatically adopt future FCC regulation changes. However, Ohio explicitly adopts the

federal pole attachment rate formulas and New Jersey’s rate structure is also very similar to that of the

FCC.

(13) Will the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state agencies?

If yes, explain and provide specific citations.

No. Reverse-preemption of FCC pole attachment jurisdiction and the concurrent adoption of the federal

pole attachment regulations will not affect other regulations enforced by the Commission.

(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the public, any advisory

council/group, small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and

drafting of the regulation. List the specific persons andlor groups who were involved. (“Small

business” is defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012.)

The Commission received comments to its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) Order from several

regulated public utilities with jurisdictional infrastructure (fixed utilities), the Office of Consumer

Advocate (OCA), and other interested stakeholders like the Broadband Cable Association of

Pennsylvania (BCAP), the Pennsylvania Telephone Association (PTA), the Communications Workers of

America (CWA), CTIA—The Wireless Association, and Central Bradford Progress Authority (CBPA).

The Commission extended the reply comment period to 30 days to ensure that st&ceholders had a fair

opportunity’ to respond to other parties as well as to comment on orders released by the FCC during the

Commission’s comment period.

In addition to the NPItM Order, four Commissioners sought specific comments on various other topics

including, i;iter alia, (I) the formation of a pole attachment working group; (2) a comprehensive regist’
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of poles and pole attachments; (3) standardized agreements and tariffs; and (4) forecasting disputes and

additional caseload and demands on Commission resources.

Beyond allowing for comments and reply comments, the Commission did not solicit additional input

from the public. However, Section 77.7 of the Commission’s regulation establishes a Working Group

tasked with monitoring and advising the Commission on federal and state pole attachment issues and

evaluating the effectiveness of the Commission’s dispute resolution processes; this Working Group is an

ongoing forum for stakeholders, pole owners, and pole attachers to discuss issues and ideas for effective

pole attaclmient regulations.

(15) Identify the types and number of persons, businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of

the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012) and organizations which will be affected by the regulation.

How are they affected?

All entities that own or utilize pole attachments in Pennsylvania, as that term is defined under federal

law, will be aided by the proposed regulation. Most directly affected are the jurisdictional public

utilities that own electric andlor telephone poles to which telecommunications and cable services

providers have the right to attach infrastructure under federal law. If adopted, both pole owners and

business and government entities seeking to attach to poles could turn to the Commission for assistance

in resolving pole attachment disputes either through its formal complaint or mediation process. Rather

than having to proceed through the FCC complaint resolution process which will likely be more

expensive, the Commission’s dispute resolution procedures will be available to interested parties.

(16) List the persons, groups or entities, including small businesses, that will be required to comply with

the regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to comply.

Most directly affected are the jurisdictional public utilities that own electric andlor telephone poles and

the telecommunications and cable services businesses that have the right to attach to pole infrastructure

under federal law. The Commission estimates that this amounts to approximately 1,000 entities,

including the wireless providers which are not subject to the Public Utility Code but are subject to FCC

pole attachment regulations. While difficult to estimate by volume, businesses may also seek to utilize

advanced fiberoptic data communications architecture on a private basis. While this would not

necessarily classify as public utility service, should those entities seek to deploy this type of

infrastructure along roads or highways, they will most definitely encounter issues related .to pole

attachments.

(17) Identify the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small

businesses, businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations. Evaluate the

benefits expected as a result of the regulation.

Affected entities will have ready local access to the Commission’s quasi-adjudicatory process and will

no longer be required to utilize the FCC for this service. The Commission understands that stakeholders

find the FCC process to be both long and difficult to navigate. Because most jurisdictional pole

attachment facility owners are well acquainted with both the federal pole attachment rules and practice

before the Commission, pole attachment dispute litigation costs are likely to decline. In addition to cost

benefits, providing appropriate regulatory support mechanisms for enhanced broadband deployment will

provide a significant benefit to Pennsylvania citizens.
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(18) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.

The primary benefit of the Chapter 77 is the Commission’s ability to utilize the availability and

timeliness of the Commission’s adjudicatory process to benefit pole owners and attaching entities like

broadband providers. Costs related to pole attachments are recoverable in utility rates, and given that

compliance costs are expected to decline, these savings will likely flow through to ratepayers. These

benefits also extend to government entities involved with poles and related structures when utility

facilities must accommodate public infrastructure construction. As to costs, traditional utility

ratemaking directs that utility ratepayers are subject to cost recovery for pole attachments and any

prudently incurred costs related to pole attachment disputes. Similarly, the Commission has collected

assessments on all jurisdictional intrastate pole attachment revenue. Under Chapter 77. pole attachment

matters related to these revenues and expenses will be determined by the Commission rather than at the

federal level. As to adverse effects, because Chapter 77 does not represent a change in law it is unlikely

that the availability of a local, lower-cost dispute resolution forum would generate adverse effects on

those already forced to comply with the regulations and to litigate disputes in the District of Columbia.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated communit associated with

compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain

how the dollar estimates were derived.

The regulated community must currently comply with the FCC pole attachment regulations. While the

Commission has not quantified the total costs associated with those regulations, compliance with the

exact same regulations at the state level will likely result in decreased compliance costs. This is likely

true because Chapter 77 does not represent a change in law and it is unlikely that the availability of a

local, lower-cost dispute resolution forum would generate adverse effects on those already required to

comply with the regulations and to litigate disputes in the District of Columbia.

There are entities (e.g., Internet Service Providers, wireless entities, and cable television systems), that

are not subject to the Commission’s jurisdiction, but could avail themselves of our dispute resolution

processes. The Commission, based on limited comments from stakeholders that were mostly unable to

predict the costs or additional resources to the Commission in asserting jurisdiction, decided to proceed

in adopting Chapter 77 with fiscal impacts largely unquantified. However, declining to adopt a fee

presently does not mean that the Commission cannot revisit this issue once jurisdiction has been

assumed, the Commission begins to receive pole attachment complaints, and the landscape of our

regulation over pole attachments becomes clearer.

Indeed, this will likely become a topic for the Working Group to discuss and about which

recommendations will come to the Commission. In the interim, the Commission does not anticipate a

deluge of pole attachment complaints. If the trends seen at the FCC translate into state regulation, the

Commission may only see an average of two complaints per year, with small upticks following changes

to the federal regulations, that subsequently become effective in Pennsylvania.

(20) Provide a specific estimate of the costs andior savings to the local governments associated with

compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain

how the dollar estimates were derived.

Railroads, cooperatives, federal entities, and entities owned by the state, e.g., local governments, are not

subject to pole attachment regulation. 47 CFR § 1.1402(a). Chapter 77 applies to utility poles, etc., as
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defined by the Pole Attachment Act, which expressly exempts these entities, including municipal

entities. Our Final Rulemaking (FRM) Order states these exemptions expressly. Thus, these entities

should not experience any compliance costs. To the extent local governments are pole owners, pole

attachment rents may generate revenue.

(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with the

implementation of the regulation, including any legal, accounting, or consulting procedures which may

be required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.

The Commission decided to proceed in adopting Chapter 77 with fiscal impacts largely unquantified.

Commentators to our NPRM Order were largely unable to provide the Commission with insight on the

potential increased caseload or reallocation of Commission resources required to resolve pole

attachment disputes. One party expressed that an even-handed approach requiring both pole owners and

pole attachers to share the expenses would be appropriate. Mother stakeholder commented that a

modest fee, such as a flat filing fee, might be appropriate as the Commission asserts jurisdiction initially.

As stated above, even while Pennsylvania has had a higher number of pole attachment complaints before

the FCC among the states which remain under the FCC’s pole attachment jurisdiction, that still equates

to an average of two complaints annually. While noting that the time and cost associated with

adjudicating such disputes at the FCC may have depressed the number of filings, and thus the

Commission could see an increased number of pole attachment complaint filings, there is no expectation

that our assertion ofjurisdiction will deplete our regulatory resources or substantially disrupt the

Commission’s operation.

Rather, the Commission determined it prudent to adopt a “wait-and-see” approach before proposing fees

to address the fiscal impact of this new regulatory responsibility. Again, the Commission is empowered

to revisit the issue of financial impact on the Commission’s resources from its assumption of jurisdiction

over pole attachments and filly anticipates this matter to be addressed by Commission Staff in

correlation with the Working Group once pole attachment disputes begin being adjudicated.

(22) For each of the groups and entities identified in items (1 9)-(2 1) above, submit a statement of legal,

accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting, recordkeeping or other paperwork,

including copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and an

explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.

Railroads, cooperatives, federal entities, and entities owned by the state are not subject to pole

attachment regulation. 47 CFR § 1.1402(a). These entities should therefore not experience any

compliance costs. To the extent that these entities would seek to attach to poles subject to Chapter 77, it

is likely that the availability of a local, lower-cost dispute resolution forum would provide for cost

savings rather than having to litigate disputes in the District of Columbia.

(22a) Are forms required for implementation of the regulation?

No.
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(22b) If forms are required for implementation of the regulation, attach copies of the forms here. If

your agency uses electronic forms, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the

information required to be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed

description of the information to he reported will constitute a faulty delivery’ of the regulation.

No specific forms are required.

(23) In the table below, provide an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with

implementation and compliance for the regulated community, local government, and state government

for the current year and five subsequent years.

The regulated community must currently comply with the regulations addressed by Chapter 77.

Therefore, no additional costs will be imposed. Commenters have expressed the possibility of legal

savings from the provision of a local forum; however, the extent of these savings is not known.

Current FY FY +1 FY +2 FY +3 FY ±4 FY +5

Year Year Year Year Year Year

SAVINGS: $ $ $ $ $ $

Regulated Community (see above)

Local Government $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 SO

State Government $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Savings (see above)

COSTS:
Regulated Community (see above)

Local Government (see above)

State Government (see above)

Total Costs (see above)

REVENUE LOSSES:
Regulated Community $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Local Government $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

State Government $0 SO $0 $0 SO $0

Total Revenue Losses’ $0 $0 $0 j $0 $0 $0

(23a) Provide the past three-year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation.

No programs are affected by Chapter 77 and therefore no history is available.

Program FY -3 FY -2 FY -1 Current FY

( see above)
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(24) For any regulation that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of

the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), provide an economic impact statement that includes the

following:

(a) An identification and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.

(b) The projected reporting, recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance

with the proposed regulation, including the type of professional skills necessary for preparation

of the report or record.
(c) A statement of probable effect on impacted small businesses.

(d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of

the proposed regulation.

If any small businesses are affected by the state’s adoption of the FCC pole attachment regulations, and

the ability to resolve disputes at the local level, that affect is likely salutary. It is not expected that these

regulations will have any adverse effect on small business, rather the opposite is likely true. No

commenters indicated a negative impact on small business.

(25) List any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of affected

groups or persons including, but not limited to, minorities, the elderly, small businesses, and farmers.

Other than the ongoing availability of participation in the Working Group, there are no explicit

provisions developed to meet the particular needs of any subset of affected groups. However, as a part of

the certification process whereby states may exercise reverse-preemption of FCC jurisdiction, a state

must certif’ that it has the authority to consider the interests of the subscribers of the services offered via

pole attachments as well as the interests of the consumers of utility’ services. To this extent, the

Commission is obligated to consider the interests of all affected persons and not just those consumers

whose services are subject to itsjurisdiction. If Pennsylvania-specific concerns arise in the future, the

regulation allows flexibility in responding to that special concern.

(26) Include a description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been considered and

rejected and a statement that the least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected.

No alternative regulatory provision has been considered and rejected, e.g., the development of a

Pennsylvania-specific pole attachment regulatory regime. The Commission believes that the

development of a Pennsylvania-specific regulatory regime would take more than five years and would

not likely produce significant benefit when compared to the existing rules and precedent readily

available in the form of the FCC regulations and experience. This is particularly the case given that the

FCC has in recent years focused its pole attachment regulations on the goal of broadband deployment to

rural areas of the United States.

(27) In conducting a regulatory flexibility analysis, explain whether regulatory methods were considered

that will minimize any adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory

Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), including:

a) The establishment of less stringent compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses;
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b) The establishment of less stringent schedules or deadlines for compliance or reporting

requirements for small businesses;
c) The consolidation or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements for small

businesses;
d) The establishment of performance standards for small businesses to replace design or

operational standards required in the regulation; and
e) The exemption of small businesses from all or any pan of the requirements contained in the

regulation.

If any small businesses are affected by the state’s adoption of the FCC pole attachment regulations, and

the ability to resolve disputes at the local level, that affect is likely salutary. It is not expected that those

regulations would have any adverse effect on small business, rather the opposite is likely tme. As to (a)

(e) above, it is far more likely that small businesses seek to attach to poles rather than own poles to

which others seek to attach. Given that the Commission will permit these small businesses to resolve

pole attachment disputes before the Commission, in their choice of three locations (Philadelphia,

Harrisburg, or Pittsburgh) rather than exclusively before the FCC in the District of Columbia, small

businesses will find compliance with Chapter 77 less burdensome as compared to existing

circumstances.

(28) If data is the basis for this regulation, please provide a description of the data, explain in detail how

the data was obtained, and how it meets the acceptability standard for empirical, replicable and testable

data that is supported by documentation, statistics, reports, studies or research. Please submit data or

supporting materials with the regulatory package. If the material exceeds 50 pages, please provide it in

a searchable electronic format or provide a list of citations and internet links that, where possible, can be

accessed in a searchable format in lieu of the actual material. If other data was considered but not used,

please explain why that data was determined not to be acceptable.

Data is not the basis for the proposed regulation.

(29) Include a schedule for review of the regulation including:

A. The length of the public comment period: 60 days

B. The date or dates on which any public meetings or hearings

will be held: None

C. The expected date of delivery of the final-form regulation: 3rd quarter 2019

D. The expected effective date of the final-form regulation: Upon publication as final

E. The expected date by which compliance with the final-form

regulation will be required: Upon publication as final

F. The expected date by which required permits, licenses or other

approvals must be obtained: None reauired
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(30) Describe the pian developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulations after its

implementation.

By the addition of Section 77.7 to the regulations, the Commission will create a Working Group which

is designed to provide the Commission with ongoing feedback on pole attachment issues and the

effectiveness of Chapter 77. The Commission will also be acutely aware of the effectiveness of its

enforcement of the FCC pole attachment regulations because it will handle the adjudication of pole

attachment disputes in a direct manner.
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L-2018-3002672 / 57-323
Final Rulemaking

Assumption of Commission Jurisdiction
Over Pole Attachments from the Federal

Communications Commission
52 Pa. Code, Chapter 77

The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission on August 29, 2019, adopted a final nilemalcing to exercise reverse
preemption by adopting and enforcing the pole attachment regulations as promulgated by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) to assist Pennsylvania pole owners and those entities that seek to utilize pole attachments by
providing a local forum for dispute resolution.

The contact persons for this matter are Cohn W. Scott, Assistant Counsel, Law Bureau, (717) 783-5949
(co1inscottpa.gov) and Christian A. McDewell, Assistant Counsel, Law Bureau, (717) 787-7466 (cmcdeweIlpa.gov).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
- L-2018-3002672 / 57-323

FINAL RULEMAKING

Final Rulemaking Re Assumption of Commission Jurisdiction

Over Pole Attachments from the Federal Communications Commission

Section 224(c) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 provides that a state may exercise

reverse preemption of Federal Communications Commission (FCC) jurisdiction over pole

attachments if a state seeking such jurisdiction can exercise it in accordance with federal law.

On September 3, 2019, the Commission entered a Final Rulemaking Order to exercise reverse

preemption by adopting and enforcing pole attachment regulations as promulgated by the FCC at

the time our regulation becomes effective and as may be amended by the FCC, while also

retaining Commission authority to prevent future federal regulatory changes from going into

effect for good cause shown.

The assumption of pole attachment jurisdiction will assist Pennsylvania pole owners and

those entities that seek to utilize pole attachments by providing a local forum for dispute

resolution. The Final Rulemaking, among other things, firthers Pennsylvania’s interest in

enhanced broadband deployment and establishes a pole attachment Working Group to ensure

that the Commission is apprised of industry concerns, that federal amendments are properly

vetted before becoming effective, and that dispute resolution processes are working efficiently.

The Final Rulemaking also encourages voluntarily negotiated agreements between pole owners

and attaching entities.

The contact persons for this Final Rulemaking are Cohn W. Scott, Assistant Counsel,

Law Bureau, (717) 783-5949 (colinscottlpa.ov) and Christian A. McDewell. Assistant

Counsel. Law Bureau, (717) 787-7466 (cmcdeweIl@pa.gov).





PENNSYLVANIA
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265

Public Meeting held August 29, 2019
Commissioners Present:

Gladys Brown Dutrieuille, Chainnan, Statement, Concurring in part and Dissenting in part
David W. Sweet, Vice Chairman, Statement, Dissenting
Norman J. Kennard, Statement
Andrew G. Place, Statement, Concurring in part and Dissenting in part
John F. Coleman, Jr.

Assumption of Commission Jurisdiction L-201 8-3002672
Over Pole Attachments from the Federal
Communications Commission

FINAL RULEMAKING ORDER

BY THE COMMISSION:

By Order entered July 13, 2018, the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission

(Commission) issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) to begin the assertion of

Commission jurisdiction over pole attachments pursuant to the Telecommunications Act

of 1996 (TA96).1 TA96 provides that the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

regulates pole attachments by default but contains procedures by which states may

reverse preempt FCC jurisdiction over pole attachments. As the Commission stated in

the opening of its NPRJvI, recent public demand for ubiquitous access to wireline and

wireless data technology has increased the need for more streamlined pole attachment

procedures in Pennsylvania.

This Rulemaking addresses network elements upon which all broadband

deployment relies—essential physical infrastructure used to deliver these services to

The Pole Attachment Act (PAA) section ofTA96 may be found at 47 U.S.C. § 224, and the attendant

FCC regulations pertaining to pole attachment complaint procedures may be found at 47 CFR Chapter 1,
Subchapter A. Part I, Subpart J (Subpart J).



end-user consumers. Notice of this proposed rulemaking was published in the

Pennsylvania Bulletin on September 29, 2018, which included a request for comments on

the proposed regulations.2 Stakeholders have been given the opportunity to provide input

about how the Commission lends its expertise and adjudicatory resources as these parties

seek to address the challenges that accompany broadband deployment in Pennsylvania.

The Commission is not required to consider expressly or at length each contention or

argument raised by the parties.3 Comments and Reply Comments to the Commission’s

NPRiM were filed by various interested parties. The Commission has reviewed those

comments and issues this Final Rulemaking Order (FRM).

BACKGROUND

At its June 14, 2018 Public Meeting, the Commission unanimously approved the

Motion of Commissioner Norman J. Kennard to begin a rulemaking to assert

Commission jurisdiction over pole attachments pursuant to TA96.4 Stakeholders seeking

enhanced broadband deployment opportunities have long advocated for pole attachment

reform before the FCC. As early as 2005, attaching entities requested that the FCC

provide more favorable pole attachment terms. In 2007, the FCC obliged with a forum to

consider the requested relief.5 On March 16, 2010, the FCC released its National

Broadband Plan that, in part, recognized that a lack of reliable, timely, and affordable

access to utility poles is often a significant barrier to deploying wireline and wireless

248 PaR. 6273.
ConsolidaredRail Corp. v. Pa. Public Utility Commission, 625 A.2d 741 (Pa. Cmwhh. 1993); see also,

generally, University ofPennsylvania v. Pa. Public Utility Commission, 485 A.2d 1217

(Pa. Cmwlth. 1984).
The tent “pole attachment” in the context of TA96 isa term of art used to describe the physical

facilities employed to support or protect cabling, transponders, or similar facilities used in outside

communications plants. Federal law defines a “pole attachment” as any attachment by a cable television

system or provider of telecommunications service to a pole, duct, conduit or right-of-way owned or

controlled by a utility. 47 U.S.C. § 224(a)(4) The definition extends to utility structures above and

below ground and encompasses utility property rights.
In re hnplementation of Section 224 ofthe Act, 22 FCC Rcd. 20195, 20199 (F.C.C. 2007).
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services.6 The National Broadband Plaii recommended that enhanced pole attachment

rights could promote broadband deployment and specifically recommended that:

(1) The FCC establish rental rates for pole attachments that are as
low and close to uniform as possible, consistent with Section 224
of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, to promote
broadband deployment;

(2) The FCC implement rules that will lower the cost of the pole
attachment “make-ready” process. For example, the FCC should

authorize attachers to use space and cost-saving techniques, such

as boxing or extension arms, where practical and in a way that is

consistent with pole owners’ use of those techniques;

(3) The FCC establish a comprehensive timeline for each step of the

Section 224 access process and reform the process used for
resolving disputes regarding infrastructure access; and

(4) The FCC improve the collection and availability of information

regarding the location and availability of poles, ducts, conduits

and rights-of-way.7

The FCC later adopted these aspects of pole attachment reform as it worked to enhance

access to broadband service throughout the nation.

The Commission’s NPRM discussed the development of the FCC’s pole

attachment regulations at pages two through eight; we will not repeat that discussion

here. That chronology illustrates the state and federal desire for enhanced broadband

opportunities and the close relationship between pole attachments and broadband

deployment. This FRM is a natural outgrowth of the goals of Chapter 30 of the Public

Utility Code,8 which is intended to promote and encourage the provision of advanced

telecommunications services and broadband deployment in the Commonwealth.

6J;7 re Implementation ofSection 224 of the Act, 26 FCC Rcd. 5240, 5241 (F.C.C. Apr. 7,2011)

(April 201] Order).
In re Implementation ofSection 224 ofth Act et at, 25 FCC Rcd. 11864, 11868 (F.C.C. 2010).

66 Pa. C.S. § 3001 etseq.
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FCC’s 2018 Third Report and Order and Declaratory Ruling

In the interim, between the Commission’s NPRM and interested stakeholders

filing Comments, the FCC issued a Third Report and Order and Declaratory Ruling

(FCC 2018 Poles Order) that is significant to promoting broadband deployment by

speeding the process and reducing the costs of attaching new facilities to utility poles.9

The requirements in the FCC 2018 Poles Order are applicable in only those states that

chose not to regulate pole attachments, but rather defer, under Section 224 of the Pole

Attachment Act (PAA), to FCC rules. States, however, can decide to assert jurisdiction

to rcgulate pole attachments under the “reverse preemption” provisions of Section 224.

In the FCC 2018 Poles Order, the FCC most notably shifted the framework for the

majority of attachments by adopting a new process that includes “one-touch make-ready”

(OTMR) whereby a new attacher (i.e., the party with the strongest incentive to prepare

the pole quickly) performs all of the work itself rather than spreading the work across

multiple parties.’° The FCC excluded from OTMR new attachments that are more

complicated or above the “communications space” of a pole because safety and reliability

risks can be greater)’

In the Matter ofAccelerating Wireline Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrash-ucture

Investment, WC Docket No. 17-84 (FCC, Rel. August 3, 2018); Verizon’s Comments also reference

another FCC Order, Accelerating Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to

Infrastructure Investment, \VT Docket No. 17-79 (FCC, Rel. September 27, 2018), to provide relevant

background regarding potential barriers to infrastructure deployment and a framework for state and local

Jaws to avoid being barriers. Verizon Comments at 6—7.
‘° FCC 2018 Poles Order ¶ 2.

Id. However, as a self-help measure, if utilities fail to meet make-ready construction deadlines,

attachers can hire utility-approved contractors to perform such work, not only in the communications

space, but also in the electric space. The self-help remedy in the electric space does not apply to pole

replacements. Allowing work above the communications space is a new step taken by the FCC to

strengthen the self-help remedy. See FCC 2018 Poles Order at ¶7 14. 87, 96—103; see also PECO

Comments at 7.
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Additionally, the FCC: (1) codified and refined its existing precedent that requires

utilities to allow “overlashing”2 that helps maximize the usable space on the pole;

(2) clarified that new attachers are not responsible for the costs associated with repairing

preexisting violations of safety or other codes or utility construction standards discovered

during the attachment process; and (3) eliminated outdated disparities between the pole

attachment rates that incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs) pay compared to other

similarly-situated telecommunications attachers.13 The FCC also addressed two forms of

state and local barriers to the deployment of wireline and wireless facilities by making

clear that: (1) the FCC would preempt, on a case-by-case basis, state and local laws

inhibiting the rebuilding or restoration of broadband infrastructure after a disaster; and

(2) state and local moratoria on telecommunications services and facilities deployment

are barred by Section 253(a) of TA96 because such action prohibits the ability of any

entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications service and deprives the

public of better services and more broadband options. Id.at ¶ 4.

The FCC amendments to 47 CFR § 1.1411 (Timeline for access to utility poles),

§ 1.1412 (Contractors for survey and make-ready), and § 1.1415 (Overlashing) became

effective on May 20, 2019.

COMMENTS TO THE NOTICE OFPROPOSED RULEMAKING

The Commission’s NPRM sought informed comments on its proposal to adopt

52 Pa. Code Chapter 77 and to begin regulating pole attachments pursuant to 47 U.S.C.

§ 224. The Commission recommended that it assert jurisdiction promptly, but cautiously,

by adopting the FCC pole attachment regulations at 47 CFR § 1.1401—1.1425, as

2 “Overlashing” occurs when a service provider physically ties its wiring to other wiring already secured

to the pole. PECO’s Comments provide that utilities: (1) can require 15-days’ advanced notice for

overlashing, but are restricted regarding the information they can require; (2) can perform post-overlash

inspection and engineering, but must pay for it themselves; and (3) cannot prohibit ovedashing when

there are existing violations, PECO Comments at 9.

FCC 2018 Poles Order at ¶ 3.
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amended from time to time. The Commission proposed this turn-key approach to ensure

the timely availability of the Commission’s adjudicatory process to stakeholders.14

In the time since the Commission issued its NPRM, however, the FCC has

released multiple orders, particularly the FCC 2018 Poles Order, materially altering

federal pole attachment regulations. In part to accommodate that development, the

Commission extended its reply comment deadline to ensure that stakeholders had the

opportunity to comment on these recent developments. 15

Comments to the Commission’s NPRIvI were filed on or before October 29, 2018,

by the Broadband Cable Association of Pennsylvania (BCAP), Central Bradford Progress

Authority (CBPA), CenturyLink, Communications Workers of America (CWA),

Crown Castle Fiber LLC, et al. (Crown Castle), CTIA—The Wireless

Association (CTIA), Duquesne Light Company (DQE Communications), Duquesne Light

Company (DLC), ExteNet Systems, Inc. (ExteNd), the FirstEnergy Companies, Full

Service Network, LP (FSN), MAW Communications, Inc. (MAW), NetSpeed LLC,

(NetSpeed), the Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA), PECO Energy Company (PECO),

the Pennsylvania Rural Electric Association (PREA). the Pennsylvania Telephone

Association (PTA), PPL Electric Utilities Corporation (PPL), Velocity.net

Communications, Inc. (VNCI), and the Verizon Companies (Verizon).

Reply Comments to the NPRM were filed on or before November 28, 2018, by

BCAP, CentuiyLink, Crown Castle, CTIA, FirstEnergy, MAW, NetSpeed, PECO,

14NPRJVIat 10—11.
‘ Reply Comments were initially due November 13, 2018; however, BCAP submitted a letter petition on

November 1,2018, requesting a seven-day extension. The Commission granted SCAP’s request but

extended the Reply Comment period to thirty days via Secretarial Letter dated November 7, 2018.
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PREA, PPL. and Verizon. Also, letters from eight private citizens were received in reply

to the Commission’s NPRM’6

Subsequently, the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) filed

comments for the Commission’s consideration on December 24, 2018.

A. Section 77.1. Statement of Purpose and Preemption

Comments

The parties supporting the Commission’s proposal agree that the Commission

should, at least initially, adopt the FCC’s regulations in turn-key fashion to quickly bring

jurisdiction over pole attachments to the Commission. Only two parties, BCAP’7 and

Crown Castle,’8 oppose the Commission’s assertion ofjurisdiction. Commentators

generally fall into two distinct categories with respect to future changes to the federal

rules: (1) those supporting the automatic adoption of FCC amendments (which would

incorporate changes made via the FCC 2018 Poles Order) and ensuring ongoing

uniformity and regulatory certainty; and (2) those opposed to automatically adopting

future federal amendments and urging the Commission to utilize Pennsylvania’s

rulemaking process to promulgate changes. The Commission’s disposition of these

16 Private Citizen Letters were received from the following persons: David B. Hommel, Rosemarie Keen,
David J. Kob, Charles Lardner, Carolyn Robbins. John B. Roose, Trevor P. Roy, and John Philip Siegrist.
“ “[Tjhe most prudent course at this stage would be for the Commission to postpone any decision
concerning reverse preemption until after the dust settles surrounding the recent sweeping amendments to
the FCC’s pole attachment rules.. Postponing a decision on reverse preemption would give the
Commission and relevant stakeholders the opportunity to determine whether recent federal reforms
adequately advance the goals identified in the Notice for broadband providers and consumers in the
Commonwealth.” BCAP at 3—4. BCAP also refers to Amendment ofProcedural Rules Governing
Formal Complaint Proceedings Delegated to the Enforcement Bureau, EB Docket No. 17-245, Report
and Order, FCC 1 8-96 (Rel. July 1 8, 2018), which established a 60-day accelerated complaint procedures,
“shot clocks” governing FCC resolution of pole attachment complaints, and enhanced discovery rights for
complainants and respondents. BCAP at 2; see also Crown Castle at 5; PECO at 6—7.
IS “[T]he FCC has significant institutional expertise on [pole attachment rules and disputes,] .. .has taken
steps to expedite its review of pole attachment disputes.. [and] regulatory certainty and uniformity of pole
attachment rules and adjudication is important and useful for supporting deployment of advanced
telecommunications.” Crown Castle at 3.
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opposing views regarding automatic adoption of FCC amendments vi11 be discussed

below, in Section D of this Order.

While many comments fit into one of these categories, the OCA recommends that

once the Commission assumes jurisdiction through an “initial turn-key adoption” of the

FCC’s regime, it subsequently consider adopting Pennsylvania-specific rates, terms and

conditions governing pole attachments to replace the federal framework)9 FSN’s

comments focus on enabling the Commission to adjudicate pole attachment issues.

VNCI similarly states that Commission jurisdiction over pole attachment disputes is

sensible and practical, and will be more cost effective in allowing smaller carriers to

pursue formal complaints.26 PREA believes that if the Commission assumes jurisdiction

over pole attachments, then it should proceed within the existing statutory and regulatory

framework, which holds that electric cooperatives are expressly exempt from federal pole

attachment regulations arid from the Public Utility Code.2

In its comments, IRRC questions the need for the Commission’s rulemaking as the

FCC has amended its regulations twice since the Commission began this proceeding.

With respect to changes to language, the Commission’s proposed Section 77.1 and

throughout Chapter 77, IRRC notes the reference to 47 CFR § 1.1401—1.1425 and

requests that the final-form rulemaking be clear and reference the correct FCC

regulations; the reference has changed to Subpart J. IRRC expresses concern that: (1) the

automatic adoption of all future, and consequently unknown, requirements may be an

improper delegation of the Commission’s statutory authority; and (2) new obligations

may be imposed without members of the regulated community and other parties having

the opportunity to comment publicly.

19 OCA at 1,6—7.
20 VNCI at 6—7.
21 PREA at 2.
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As stated in the NPLM, public demand for ubiquitous access to wireline and

wireless data technology has increased the desire for more streamlined pole attachment

procedures in Pennsylvania to address matters that arise in Pennsylvania more efficiently

than the FCC. Comments submitted in response to the NPRM largely demonstrate

consensus support of Commission jurisdiction over pole attachments. Numerous

comments express the importance of the Commission being able to address

Pennsylvania-specific pole attachment issues, using their expertise regarding

Pennsylvania electric utilities and safety issues, and providing a local forum to resolve

disputes?2 Stakeholders also commented on how the Commission might use its existing

adjudicatory resources, as well as expedited dispute resolution processes, to address the

challenges of broadband deployment efficiently.

The reasons for supporting the Commission claiming jurisdiction included, inter

alia: (1) the availability of a local forum to resolve pole attachment disputes that is less

expensive and faster than pursuing a complaint at the FCC; (2) the prospect of access to

the Commission’s mediation process or a similar procedure to facilitate dispute resolution

in an efficient manner; and (3) the Commission’s knowledge and expertise regarding

telecommunications and electric distribution systems, which will allow it to balance

statewide broadband goals against EDCs’ concerns for safety and reliability of electric

service and infrastructure.

Disposition: The Commission Asserts Jurisdiction Over Pole Attachments

As notedabove, the Commission agrees with those comments urging that we

assert jurisdiction over pole attachments to provide a local forum in Pennsylvania for the

timely resolution of pole attachment disputes. The Commission’s assertion of

jurisdiction over pole attachments will assist Pennsylvania pole owners and those entities

that seek to utilize pole attachments, including those entities seeking to deploy broadband

22 CBPA at 2; CWA at 2; CITA at 2; DQE Communications at 3—4; ExieNet at 2; First Energy 5—8, 12;

FSN at3; and MAW at 1.
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net-work access elements across the Commonwealth. The Commission also will be able

to address Pennsylvania-specific pole attachment issues, using its expertise regarding

Pennsylvania telecommunications and electric utilities as well as safety issues. The

Commission believes its assertion ofjurisdiction over pole attachments will assist in

spurring investment in, and access to, physical infrastructure used to deliver essential

broadband access service to end-user customers by reducing the time and resources spent

on disputes by resolving Pennsylvania-specific disputes in Pennsylvania as compared to

the FCC. In addition, the Commission can provide a balanced approach to the competing

needs and demands on pole infrastructure between pole owners, pole attachers, and the

telecommunications, electric, and cable industries in a predictable manner using federal

rules.

Prior to this determination today, the Commission provided an Annex to its

NPRM to establish Chapter 77, Pole Attachments, to Title 52 of the Pennsylvania Code.

In our initial assertion ofjurisdiction over pole attachments, the Commission will adopt,

in whole, the FCC’s regulatory regime for pole attachment complaint procedures at

Subpart J as of the effective date of Chapter 77. This will avoid a multi-year delay in

claiming jurisdiction and will uphold the status quo, which will avoid regulatory

uncertainty and will promote broadband investment across Pennsylvania.

In response to IRRC’s suggested language change regarding the reference to the

FCC’s rules, and for reasons elaborated below, the Commission will amend 52 Pa. Code

§ 77.1 to reference Subpart J. This will allow the Commission’s regulations to exist in

parity with the FCC’s regulations and will provide greater certainty to the public about

the scope and application of the federal rules.
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B. Section 77.2. Defining “Pole Attachment” and the Applicability of the

PAA

Comments

The OCA’s Comments recommend that the Commission include the federal

definition of “pole attachments” set forth in Section 224(c) of the PAA and

Section 1.1402 of the FCC’s regulations.23 The term pole attachment, according to those

federal provisions, is “any attachment by a cable television system or provider of

telecommunications service to a pole, duct, conduit or right-of-way owned or controlled

by a utility.” As stated in the NPRM, the definition extends to utility’ structures above

and below ground and encompasses utility property rights.23

The OCA also suggests that the Commission clari’ which federal definition

and/or Public Utility Code (Code) definition applies fot the term “public utility.” While

the Commission’s Section 102 definition of “public utility” overlaps, in part, with the

federal definition of “utility” in 47 CFR § 1.1402(a), the OCA notes that each definition

may assist the Commission in exercising its jurisdiction.25 DLC recommends that the

Commission consider how it will address situations where it has jurisdiction over only

one party to a pole attachment dispute and whether it will become entangled in contract

disputes. DLC suggests that the Commission consider adopting a bright line rule in its

regulations regarding adjudications involving entities not regulated by the Commission.26

ExteNet comments that Section 102 of the Code grants the Commission authority

over municipally-owned facilities, except those owned prior to 1937 and urges thefl

Commission to expressly assert its regulation over pole attachments not only to publicly

owned utilities, but also municipally-owned ones. Thus. ExteNet recommends that

Section 77.2 be amended to read, “This chapter applies to all persons, entities, poles,

23 OCA at 2.
24 NPRM at 8.
25 OCA at 5.
‘6DLC at 3.
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ducts, conduits and rights-of-way under tins Commission ‘sjurisdiction including those

subject to 47 U.S.C. § 224 and 47 CFR § 1.1401—1.1425 as those regulations may be

amended “27

The OCA also suggests that the Commission clarify whether the federal definition

and/or Public Utility Code (Code) definition applies for the term “telecommunications

carrier.” Chapter 30 of the Code defines a telecommunications carrier as “any entity that

provides telecommunications service subject to the.jurisdiction of the commission.”

Meanwhile, the federal definition is “any provider of telecommunications services,

except that the term does not include aggregators of telecommunications services (as

defined in 47 U.S.C. §226) or [ILECs] (as defined in 47 U.S.C. § 25i(h))•”2

The OCA notes that the Commission may need to-consider how the Pennsylvania

Wireless Broadband Collocation Act of 2012 (WBCA) will work with the adoption of the

federal regulations since the WBCA designates the Court of Common Pleas as the venue

for complaints against municipal governments but the FCC has, since the NPRM ‘as

issued, limited how much local authority exists over attachments and itings.29

Disposition: The Commission Will Add the Federal Definition of “Pole

- Attachments” to Section 77.2 and Clarify the Scope of where PAA

Section 224 Applies -

The Commission agrees with the OCA that the definition of “pole attachments”

should be referenced in Chapter 77 and will amend Section 77.2 to include reference to

the federal definition at Section 224(a) of the FAA. This will give clearer notice

regarding above ground and below ground facilities encompassed therein.

27 ExteNet at 7. -

28 OCA at 5. -

-

29 OCA at 3. -
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The NPRM spoke to the importance of understanding where pole attachment law

applies and where it does not, To aid in this endeavor, we amend Section 77.2 to clari’

that Chapter 77 applies to utility poles, etc., as defined by the FAA, and we amend

Section 77.2 to include the definition of “utility” at Section 224(a) of the PAA. The PAA

expressly exempts cooperative utilities, railroads, and federal or state-owned utilities,

including municipal utilities, from the definition of a “utility.” The Commission does not

intend to disrupt federal exemptions. Thus, even if the Code’s definition of “public

utility” at Section 102 applies, entities wishing to attach to the infrastructure of entities

explicitly exempted by the federal rules must obtain private attachment agreements at

negotiated rates and terms. However, absent an express federal exemption, the

Commission’s assertion ofjurisdiction over pole attachments applies to all utilities and

facilities regulated by the Code and within the scope of and subject to the PAA. To make

this point clear, the Commission amends its proposed Section 77.2 to read as follows:

This Chapter applies to utility poles, ducts, conduits and
rights-of-way under this Commission ‘sjurisdiction and

subject to 47 U.S.C. § 224 and 47 CFR Chapter I, Subchapter

A, Part 1, Subpart J (relating to pole attachment complaint

procedures) as those regulations may be amended, but

excluding any person or entity expressly exempted by

47 U&C. §‘ 224(a) (1) and 47 CFR 1.1402 (a) (relating to
definitions).

(Emphasis added.) Even with the decision to reverse preempt the FCC, by employing the

federal definition of “utility” and requiring that the relevant facilities be subject to our

jurisdiction, Commission jurisdiction may not reach all facilities subject to attachment in

the Commonwealth. With respect to exempted entities, the Commission will not act

absent the requisite legal authority.30

The CBPA submits that the General Assembly is uniquely positioned to provide targeted attention to

Pennsylvania-specific concerns involving pole attachments, which statutory authority may include

delegation of certain powers to the Commission that may augment the authority to be incorporated by

reference to the FCC’s regulatory framework. CBPA at 3. By the same token, the FCC also may change

its regulatory framework, including forbearing from or preempting state exemptions for some poles. If

that occurs, it may subsequently warrant adjustments to our determination in this Final Rulemaking

Order, consistent with applicable Pennsylvania and Federal law.
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For purposes of uniformity’ in our turn-key adoption of the FCC’s pole attachment

regime and consistency with federal law, the Commission will adopt the federal

definition of “telecommunications carrier” for Chapter 77 and will require pole

attachments by entities wishing to attach to exempted entities to be obtained via private

agreement or in some other fashion beyond invoking the Commission’s authority arising

under Section 224 and today’s determination.

The Commission declines to develop a bright line rule prohibiting the handling of

disputes when only one party is generally regulated by the Commission. Before the

dispute process has been given a chance to be utilized, such a rule may have a chilling

effect that runs counter to the intent to provide a local and efficient forum for disputes

where parties can avail themselves to the Commission’s complaint processes and

mediation.

C. Section 77.3. Commission oversight

Statutory Authority

The PAA provides that a state may assume responsibility for pole attachments,

and concurrently divest the FCC of that responsibility, if the state certifies that it

regulates the rates, terms, and conditions of pole attachments and balances the needs of

attaching entities, pole owners, and consumers of services provided by the former.31 To

formally divest the FCC ofjurisdiction and assume that jurisdiction itself, a state must

certif’ to the FCC that it has established effective rules and regulations over pole

attachments and provides for the prompt resolution of pole attachment complaints.32

That is, a state must certify to the FCC that it will assume responsibility for the

enforcement of 47 U.S.C. § 224 in a manner like that of the FCC. The Commission

restates these objectives in Section 77.3 of its proposed regulations.

47 U.S.C. § 224(c).
3247 U.S.C. § 224(c).
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Comments

Once again, ExteNet points out the FCC’s jurisdiction under Section 224 of the

PAA over pole attachments owned by “any political subdivision, agency, of a State or

instrumentality thereof’ is limited. Noting the Commission’s authority under Section 102

of the Code, ExteNet recommends that Section 77.3(a) be amended to read as follows:

This chapter establishes the Commission’s regu]atory
authority over the rates, terms and conditions of access to and

use of poles, ducts, conduits and rights-of-way to the thu
extent of this Commission ‘sjurisdiction and authority and as

provided for in 47 U.S.C. § 224 for pole attachments as of

sixty days after the effective date of this Chapter.33

PECO. in its comments, states that the Commission’s proposed language is helpful

to highlight Pennsylvania’s responsibility both to communications company subscribers

and utility ratepayers. However, PECO notes the Commission’s responsibility towards

ensuring the safety and reliability of the pole distribution systems operated and

maintained by electric utilities and ILECs. Thus, PECO proposes a revision to

Section 77.3(b), which would make the language more aligned to the Texas state pole

attachment statute and would read as follows:

(b) The Commission has the authority to consider, and will

consider, the interests of the subscribers of the services

offered via pole attachments, as well as the interests of

consumers of the utility services. In addition, in determining

whether i-ales, terms, and conditions are just and reasonable,

the Commission will consider compliance with applicable

safety standards and the maintenance and reliability of

electric distribution, telecommunications and cable

sendces.34

ExteNet at 7.
PECO at 3—4.
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Disposition: The Commission Clarifies the Scope of Jurisdiction Established by

47 U.S.C. § 224

After the Commission’s final form regulations asserting jurisdiction over pole

attachments are reviewed by the General Assembly, IRRC. and the Pennsylvania

Attorney General’s Office, the Commission will follow the course of other states who

have adopted pole attachment jurisdiction. A letter will be sent to the FCC certi’ing that

the Commission will regulate pole attachments pursuant to the dictates of 47 U.S.C.

§ 224(c)(2).

With respect to our proposed Section 77.3, the Commission will amend the

language to clari,’ the scope of our regulatory oversight and authority. The Commission

will respect the express federal exemptions regarding which entities come under the

federal, and by extension, our pole attachment regulations. Thus, Section 77.3(a) will be

changed as follows, which is consistent with the language in Section 77.2:

This chapter establishes the Commission’s regulatory
authority over the rates, terms and conditions of access toand

use of utility poles, ducts, conduits and rights-of-way to the

MI extent of this Commission ‘s jurisdiction and authority

and as provided for in 47 U.S.C. § 224 for pole attachments

but excluding any person or entity expressly exempted by
47 US.c. § 224’a,fl7) and 47 CFR 1.1402(a) (relating to
definitions) as of sixty days after the effective date of this
Chapter.35

‘While the Commission appreciates PECO’s recognition of our directive to

consider safety and service reliability within the context of pole attachments, we find the

proposed language redundant. Section 224(c)(2) specifies the certifications that a state

seeking to regulate pole attachments must make. Sections 224(c)(2)(A) and (B) require a

certification that the state does consider the interests of the subscribers of the services as

well as the interests of the consumers of the utility services. Safety considerations are not

“ ExteNet at 7 (emphasis added).
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expressly mandated, even though they are integral to the Commission addressing the

interests of the subscribers of the services as well as the interests of the consumers of the

utility services. Given these realities and the Commission’s duty under Section 1501 of

the Public Utility Code to ensure that public utility’ service is provided safely, the

Commission sees no need to add such an express provision. Rather, safety is already an

implicit consideration that operates as part of the certifications a state makes under

Sections 224(c)(2)(A) and (B).

Moreover, the Commission considers the public interest in all proceedings before

it, and we are keenly aware of our responsibility to ensure that public utility service is

provided in a safe, adequate, and reliable manner. Where entities have specific concerns

about electric distribution infrastructure, evidence can be submitted into the record of an

individual proceeding for the Commission’s consideration. The Commission finds no

compelling reason to add this directive explicitly into Section 77.3 because these

standards are regularly considered and addressed.

P. Section 77.4. Adoption of FCC Regulations

Comments

Proposed Section 77.4 to the Commission’s regulations states “This chapter adopts

the rates, terms and conditions of access to and use of poles, ducts, conduits and

rights-of-way to the frill extent provided for in 47 U.S.C. § 224 and 47 CFR

§ 1.1401—1.1425, inclusive offuture changes as those regulations may be amended.”

(Emphasis added.)36 With respect to the comments the Commission received about

asserting jurisdiction over pole attachments, the prospect of automatic adoption of ftture

FCC amendments to its pole attachment regulations is the most divisive topic.

36 As a housekeeping matter and as described above, reference to Sections 1.1401—1.1425 will be

amended to read “47 CFR Chapter 1, Subchapter A, Part 1, Subpart J” to incorporate recent changes to the

FCC’s regulations on pole attachment complaint procedures.
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As stated above in this Order, commentators generally fall into two distinct

categories with respect to future changes to the federal rules: (1) those supporting the

automatic adoption of FCC amendments (which would incorporate changes made via the

FCC 2012 Poles Order) and ensuring ongoing uniformity and regulatory certainty;37 and

(2) those opposed to automatically adopting future federal amendments and urging the

Commission to utilize Pennsylvania’s rulemaking process to promulgate changes.38

Some parties from this latter category encourage the Commission to adopt only the

FCC’s regulations that were applicable when we issued our NPRM.

Members of the communications industry largely support adopting the FCC rules

in their entirety, along with future changes. This is the course the Commission proposed,

at least in its initial turn-key adoption of the federal regulations, through Section 77.4 of

the Annex to its NPRM. Parties in the communications industry primarily stress the

importance of maintaining uniformity and regulatory certainty. CenturyLink notes that

the FCC’s regulations have been fully vetted and consider diverse inputs and do not

believe that deviating from those rules is advisable or prudent39 CTJA prefers this

approach because parties are limited to one bite at the apple” to contest a rule at the

FCC, not a second chance at the state level.40 DQE Communications believes that the

changes the FCC made to its regulations in the August 2018 Order will encourage and

speed the ability of companies to continue pushing broadband access in a more

economical way.4’

The PTA contends that if the Commission wishes to address recent pole

attachment rule changes by the FCC, it should only do so once the industry and regulators

Parties supporting reverse preemption with automatic adoption of future FCC rule changes include

CenturyLink, CTIA, DQE Communications, PTA, and Verizon.
38 Parties opposed to the automatic adoption of future FCC mles changes include CBPA, CWA, DLC,

FirstEnergy, MAW, NetSpeed, and PPL.
CenturyLink at 2, 4.

40 CTIA at 4.
41 DQE Communications at 3.
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have had time to review the success or failure in their implementation.42 CTIA

references 58 P.S. § 801.302(b)(l) (Act 127), which contains an automatic adoption

clause similar to the one the Commission proposes, but which provides that any changes

in applicable federal regulations shall take effect in Pennsylvania 60 days after the

effective date; CTIA believes 60 days to be a reasonable amount of time to provide notice

to affected parties.43 Verizon argues that if the Commission does not or cannot adopt the

FCC rules quickly and in total, including automatic updates for thture changes, then it

should not reverse preempt the FCC.43 Going further, Verizon states that the

Commission should make clear that it will not entertain arguments for different rules.45

If the Commission determines that it will assert jurisdiction over pole attachments,

BCAP and Crown Castle also support automatic adoption of future federal

amendments.36 Crown Castle correctly notes that the NPRM does not rule out the

possibility of the Commission augmenting the FCC’s rules with new regulations and

proffers that, going forward, the Commission may separately and independently interpret,

apply and enforce any rules the FCC updates.47

Meanwhile, some stakeholders advocate against automatic adoption of FCC

amendments. These parties generally contend that such changes should pass through the

Commission’s rulemaking procedures.48 First Energy states that affected parties may not

recognize that FCC rulemakings would apply automatically in Pennsylvania following

the Commission’s assertion ofjurisdiction.49 MAW contends that the Commission must

allow a comment period as part of conducting due diligence prior to adopting FCC

42 PTA at 2.
CTIA at 5.

“Verizon at 9.
Verizon at 10.

46 BCAP at 4—5; Crown Castle at 8—9.
Crown Castle at 7—8.
First Energy at 10; PPL at 3.
First Energy at 10.
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amendments.5° Amongst the myriad of reasons given, these parties contend that the

Commission is in a better position to balance stakeholder needs regarding broadband

access and the necessary infrastructure than the FCC.51

These commentators also contend that the Commission has primary responsibility

to ensure the safety and reliability of the pole distribution systems operated and

maintained by electric distribution companies (EDCs) and ILECs, which is different than

the FCC’s responsibility.52 The CWA shares the opinion that the FCC’s modified

regulations that were effectuated once the Commission’s NPRM was released are not

consistent with providing safe facilities to the public or to utility employees.53 First

Energy opposes the FCC’s modification that would allow attachers to hire

utility-approved contractors to perform make-ready work in the electric space if an

electric utility fails to meet the new make-ready construction deadlines.54 First Energy is

concerned about the FCC’s lack of understanding around risks associated with

overlashing and urges the Commission to give deference to electric utility construction

and engineering standards and practices as they relate to safety, reliability and cost

recovery.55

IRRC articulates concerns that the automatic adoption of all ftture, and

consequently unknown, requirements may be an improper delegation of the

Commission’s authority, and that new obligations may be imposed without members of

the regulated community and other interested parties having the opportunity for public

° MAW at 1; see also CWA at 11.
See PPL at 2; see also DEC at 2; NetSpeed at 2.

52 See PECO at 3; see also FirstEnergy at 8—9 (Broadband and wireless deployment should not jeopardize

the safe and reliable operation of electric utilities or come at the expense of EDCs or their ratepayersj;

DLC at 2; First Energy at 8—9.
CWA at 2; see also First Energy at 6—7. The CWA also notes that while the FCC’s regulations have

been promulgated, they are far from settled. The CWA continues that several utilities have petitioned the

FCC to reconsider its 2018 Poles Order, a first step in what will likely be a lengthy appeal process. CWA

at 4.
‘ First Energy at 6.

First Energy at 7—9.
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comment as provided in the Commonwealth Documents Law,56 the Regulatory Review

Act,57 and the Commonwealth Attorneys Act58 (collectively, Commonwealth Acts).

IRRC requests that the Commission explain its rationale for automatically adopting

changes to FCC pole attachment regulations that have not been vetted through the

Commonwealth’s regulatory review process.

The CBPA recommends reconsidering Section 77.4 to favor a situation where

FCC rules concerning pole attachments would undergo review by the Commission within

months after the potential rules became effective at the federal level.59 PPL suggests that

the Commission adopt the FCC’s regulations as they are on a particular date, but that it

not automatically adopt ffimre FCC amendments.6° DLC inquires whether the

Commission seeks to adopt each change promulgated at the FCC as quickly as it is

adopted or whether the Commission seeks to control the pole attachment process as it

existed at the time of NPRIvI, without disrupting existing business practices.6’ First

Energy contends that the Commission is unclear about whether it intended for FCC

changes made once the Commission released its i\PRM to become effective

automatically in Pennsylvania; this appears to reference changes that have not yet

become final.62 While PECO agrees that is appropriate for the Commission to use FCC

and court interpretations for guidance, it advocates that the Commission should retain full

discretion to form its own interpretations to benefit the Commonwealth.63

ExteNet states that customization of the FCC’s rules and regulations should be

anticipated, as issues that are appropriate for nationwide implementation may not always

5645 P.S. § 1102 er seq. and 1 Pa. Code § 7.1 erseq.

“71 P.S. § 745.1 erseq.
587] P.S. § 731—101 e!seq,

CBPA at 4.
° PPL at 3.
61 DLCat4.
62 First Energy at 3.
63 PECO at 2—3.
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fit Ihe needs of Pennsylvanians. ExteNet believes the Commission should adopt a

method to codify any variance from the FCC’s rules and regulations specific to

Pennsylvania and proposes adding a subsection (b) to Section 77.4 as follows:

Any party seeking a generally applicable deviation from those
rates, terms and conditions of access to and use of poles,
ducts, conduits and rights-of-way to the ifill extent provided

for in 47 U.S.C. § 224 and 47 CFR § 1.1401—1.1425, may at
any time petition the Commission for a rulemaking
proceeding for such purpose pursuant to 52 Pa. Code

§ 1.5, 5.1, 5.11, and 5.211. The Commission shall, in its
sole discretion, by formal vote of its members, determine

whether to initiate such a rulemaking proceeding.64

IRRC states that if the Commission determines that major amendments to this

rulemaking are required, then it would be in the public interest to start with a new

proposed rulemaking. Should the Commission move forward with the instant proposal,

IRRC suggests an Advance Notice of Final Rulemaking before it delivers a final-form

rulemaking.

Disposition: The Automatic Adoption of Subsequent Modifications and Additions to

the FCC’s Pole Attachment Regulations Is Not an Improper Delegation

of the Commission’s Authority

IRRC’s comment that automatically adopting thture federal amendments may be

an improper delegation of Commission authority is unfounded. We do not agree that our

adoption of subsequent modifications to federal rules such as the federal pole attachment

regulations constitutes an impermissible delegation of Commission authority back to the

FCC, the source of the reverse preemption authority. Rather, the automatic adoption is a

proper exercise of the Commission’s authority to assert jurisdiction over pole attachments

in accordance with both state and federal law, including Sections 313, 314, 501, 701,

1301,and 1501 ofthePublicUtilityCode,66Pa.C.S. §‘313,314,5O1,701, 1301,and

1501, and Section 224(c) of the PAA, 47 U.S.C. § 224(c). Moreover, our adoption of

64 ExteNet at 7—8.
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federal rules and their subsequent amendment is not without precedent at the Commission

or IRRC.

Adoption clauses similar to that being proposed in Chapter 77 exist elsewhere in

legislation impacting the Commission (e.g., Act 127), as well as in previously approved

Commission regulations, and are not uncommon across state agencies. For example, as

discussed in greater detail below, the Commission adopted a federal regulatory

framework relating to the transportation of hazardous liquids by pipeline into its own

regulations in 2012. Also, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection

similarly adopted federal emission guidelines in 1997.

We note that the review mechanisms in place in the final form regulations will

maintain an ongoing dialogue and review in which stakeholders may actively participate

in how the federal pole attachments rules are applied and whether ifiture amendments are

adopted at all. This ongoing stakeholder review process, particularly on the

establishment of a working group and a minimum 60-day review period for any ifiture

changes to the federal rules, helps ensure that Chapter 77 protects the affected regulated

community and other interested parties against the harms that may result from improper

delegation of authority. 65

As a part of our consideration of IRRC’s concerns on this issue, the Commission

will create safeguards to ensure that the Commission retains authority to make basic

policy choices and to guide and ensure that the FCC rules to be incorporated have been

appropriately vetted both at the FCC and here in Pennsylvania. As explained further

herein, these safeguards include: (1) the creation of a working group to monitor, discuss,

and advise on pole attachment issues; (2) the creation of a process that allows for the

See Protz v. Workers’ Compensation Appeal Board (Protz), 639 Pa. 645, 655 (2017); see also Tosto v.

Pa. Nursing Home Loan Agency, 331 A.2d 198 (Pa. 1975), Win. Penn Parking Garage, The. v. City of

Pittsburgh, 346 A.2d 269 (Pa. 1975) (plurality opinion), and Phantom Fireworks Showrooms, LLC v.

Wolf, 198 A.3d 1205, 1227 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2018).
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meaningful review of changes to federal pole attachment regulations before they become

effective in Pennsylvania; and (3) Commission consideration of FCC orders

promulgating or interpreting federal pole attachment rules as persuasive authority. The

Commission believes that these safeguards ensure that the Commission is in complIance

with the Commonwealth Acts.

Chapter 77 creates a working group to advise the Commission on pole attachments

(Working Group). The Working Group i,s created, in part, to help address concerns about

the automatic adoption of future changes to the FCC’s rules. The Working Group will

meet at least annually to address pole attachment issues and will have the oppoitunity to

address future changes to the federal pole attachment rules prior to their taking effect.

Specifically, under Section 77.4(c), a change to the federal pole attachment rules will take

effect unless the Commission publishes a notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin that the

change may not take effect. We expect the Working Group to advise the Commission as

to whether the Commission should make such achange within 60 days. If the

Commission publishes a notice that the federal change may not take effect, this will

trigger a 60-day consideration period during which the Commission will entertain public

comments on the matter. Similarly, a Commission notice that a change may not take

effect also may provide for public comment on the matter. Absent Commission action

affirmatively declining to adopt the change for good cause shown, the change shall

become effective 60 days after publication of the Commission notice in the Pennsylvania

Bulletin. In any event, for any change in the federal rules that takes effect in

Pennsylvania, the Commission will publish a notice of the effective date of the change in

Pennsylvania in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

As these safeguards show, the Commission will continuously review amendments

to the FCC’s rules to consider how proposed changes affect the public interest.

Nevertheless, the Commission’s decision to establish a process for input prior to changes

to the federal rules taking effect should not be construed as an invitation for Pennsylvania
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utilities and other interested parties to regularly rehash or reargue determinations of the

FCC. Rather, this process should be utilized to focus on the Pennsylvania-specific

impacts of such changes. If the Commission does find it necessary to amend Chapter 77

to accommodate state-specific changes, the Commission will initiate an appropriate

rulemaking, and the public will be notified and provided with appropriate opportunity to

comment.

We also point out the reciprocal nature of pole attachments reverse preemption.

47 U.S.C. § 224(c)(3) and updated 47 CFR § 1.1405(f) provide that jurisdiction over pole

attachments will revert back to the FCC if a state fails to meet the statutory deadline in

any individual case, specifically rendering a decision within 180 days after a complaint is

filed unless the state establishes a different time period which cannot exceed 360 days

under Section 224(c)(3)(B)(ii). While the Commission does not anticipate losing

jurisdiction over specific complaints in this manner, should it occur, parties will apply the

same substantive rules in either venue. This is yet another reason why parity between the

Pennsylvania and federal rules benefits stakeholders.

In addition, Commission application of the pole attachment rules to specific cases

will come in the context of a formal adjudication, which fUrther protects the affected

regulated community’ and other interested parties against the harms that may result from

improper delegation of authority. Chapter 77 establishes neutral and transparent

operating procedures under which affected stakeholders can obtain a ready agency

decision and judicial review from courts of competent jurisdiction with reasoned opinions

to explain decisions. Thus, state judicial review of how the pole attachment rules are

applied will be an integral aspect of Chapter 77 such that it will not result in ad hoc

decision making. Because of this level of ongoing evaluation and judicial review, our

exercise of authority based on federal law and the FCC’s authority is both checked and

restrained. The Commission will thus retain its core legislative prerogative to consider

rules adopted by the FCC; each new amendment is subject to not only judicial review, but
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also rejection, alteration, reconsideration, or other scrutiny through a formal rulemaking

as the Commission deems appropriate.66 -

Example: Commission Regulation ofLiquid Fuels and Hazardous Materials Pipelines

As previously mentioned, adoption clauses similar to that currently being

proposed by the Commission in Chapter 77 exist and have been approved by IRRC. In

2012, the Commission issued a Final Rulemaking (2012 FRJM) that set forth language for

the regulation of liquid thels and hazardous materials pipelines by incorporating the

federal safety standards at 49 CFR Part 195 (relating to transportation of hazardous

liquids by pipeline) into its regulations. Regarding any future federal amendments,

Section 59.33 establishes that they “shall take effect 60 days after the effective date of the

Federal amendment or modification, unless the Commission publishes a notice in the

Pennsylvania Bulletin stating that the amendment or modification may not take effect.”

52 Pa. CQde. § 59.33(b). There, IRRC similarly questioned the Commission’s proposed

“future federal amendments to 49 CFR Parts 190—195, 198, and 199...” language and

pointed out that “[i]f any agency wishes to incorporate subsequent amendments [of a

code or regulation] the agency must explicitly do so by amendment of its existing

rules 67

In the 2012 FRM, the Commission noted that it was adding no new language to

Section 59.33 regarding future federal changes, but merely added 49 CFR Part 195 to the

Commission’s then-existing regulation. The Commission cited federal funding for its

natural gas pipeline safety program as the reason it was necessary to maintain language

about future federal amendments. The Commission was concerned it would otherwise

66 See Germantown Cab Co. v. Philadelphia ParkingAuthority, 206 A.3d 1030, 1048 (Pa. 2019).
67 Rulemaking re Liquid Fuels Pipeline Regulations, Docket No. L-2008-2034622 (Final Rulemaking

Order entered March 1,2012) at 3.
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not be able to adequately participate in the Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety Grant

Program.

While in the instant case there is no designated federal funding program to which

Pennsylvania risks its eligibility to participate, Section 59.33 provides precedent of

incorporating a federal regulatory framework into the Commission’s regulations, which

includes a mechanism for adopting future changes to the federal rules. Verizon and the

CIJA reference this regulation, as well as Act 127,68 to demonstrate that the automatic

adoption of future federal amendments to pole attachment regulations is appropriate.

But even assuming otherwise, arguendo, multiple safeguards have been put in

place to allow vetting of FCC amendments prior to their becoming effective in the

Commonwealth. These safeguards include a 60-day review period prior to adopting

changes to the federal rules during which the Commission can publish a notice in the

Pennsylvania Bulleün informing that it may not adopt the change. Such notice will

provide for public comment. In addition, the pole attachment Working Group, during

this same 60-day review period, may advise the Commission as to whether we should

adopt a change to the federal rules. Further, any interested party can make a filing with

the Commission regarding such a change.

In any event, adopting the FCC’s regulations provides certainty that

Pennsylvania’s pole attachment regulations conform to the base-line federal standards

required to retain state authority over pole attachments. Adoption of the federal rules,

including the proposed mechanism for adopting future changes to those rules, supports

the cooperative state-federal goal of deployment of broadband across the

Commonwealth, while also considering the safety, adequacy, and reliability of electric

service in a manner that is consistent with due process. As stated throughout this FRIM,

58 P.S. § 801.302(b)(1).
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the Commission believes that its proposed course allows for the Commission to assert

jurisdiction quickly, while providing stability and uniformity for broadband investment in

Pennsylvania, giving stakeholders a local forum to adjudicate disputes. Requiring the

Commission to institute a separate, yet parallel, proceeding each time the FCC updates its

rules in order to provide regulatory certainty would be an expensive, time-consuming

allocation of resources that is unlikely to yield differing results in most instances.

However, as we acknowledge, if the Commission deems it appropriate to diverge from

the federal regulations, it would initiate a rulemaking that would be subject to public

comment.

Moreover, we note that interested parties will retain a meaningthl opportunity to

comment on prospective changes to the FCC’s rules at the FCC. Automatically

incorporating FCC changes, as opposed to amending the language of Chapter 77, is

consistent with the expectation that state agencies engage in cooperative federalism to

achieve state and national policy goals. This approach is consistent with the Commission

and IRRC’s approval of prior actions adopting FCC rules in toto in the past. This is

particularly true regarding telecommunications regulation where even though policy is

often set at the national level, there still is a process for considering the

Pennsylvania-specific impact. Maintaining agency discretion to implement a cooperative

federal regulatory framework when it is within their delegated power is not only

permissible, but also is desirable.

Although the Commission in this FRM adopts the FCC’s pole attachment

complaint procedures as the Commission’s regulations, changes to the FCC’s rules will

not require changes to Chapter 77. Thus, the Commission, through this rulemaking, is

acting in accordance with the requirements of the Commonwealth Acts. The

Commission notes that only amendments to the text of Chapter 77 would trigger the

necessity to initiate a new rulemaking proceeding in accordance with the Commonwealth

Acts raised by IRRC and the CWA. Language changes to Chapter 77 without complying
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with the Commonwealth Acts would be instances where the Commission could upset or

upend its proffered regulatory’ framework without giving appropriate opportunity for

public comments.

Exampie: Pennsylvania Department ofEnvironmental Protection Emission Guidelines

As another example, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental

Protection (DEP) emission guidelines contain an adoption clause similar to that currently

being proposed by the Commission in Chapter 77, Tn 1997, DEP amended 25 Pa. Code

§ 122.3 (relating to adoption of standards) to adopt in its entirety and incorporate by

reference the federal Emission Guidelines promulgated in 40 CFR Part 60 by the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Administrator. DEP utilized the Emission

Guidelines codified at 25 Pa. Code § 122.3 as the legal mechanism to implement new

Emission Guidelines and standards for hospital/medical/infectious waste incinerators

pursuant to the Clean Air Act (CAA) in 2014. DEP noted that the 1997 amendments to

Section 122.3 were duly promulgated under applicable state law including the Air

Pollution Control Act (35 P.S. § 4001 et seq.) and the Commonwealth Acts.

The Commission’s current proposal to adopt, and incorporate by reference,

Subpart J is directly on point with this example from DEE previously approved by IRRC.

The Commission recommends using 52 Pa. Code Chapter 77 as the legal mechanism to

implement future amendments adopted by the FCC regarding the PAA. Promulgating

Chapter 77 in this way complies with the requirements of the Commonwealth Acts.

Thus, the Commission is not recommending a regulatory framework that would either

subvert the state’s rulemaking process or constitute a violation of due process by denying

any notice or an opportunity to be heard.

By the same token, however, the Commission should not be required, as a matter

of course, to expend additional resources that duplicate the efforts undertaken by the
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FCC. The FCC takes care to explore amendments, review comments from interested

parties, and establish regulations. This is especially true under the proposed regulatory

framework, where the ComMission’s new Chapter 77 will not see changes to its language

when federal rules are amended. Instead, those amendments will be timely addressed

using the review process set out above in which expending additional resources will be

the exception and nOt the general rule.

The FRM envisions that prospective changes to Chapter 77 that the Commission

decides to consider will likely be limited in scope ‘with a record largely developed at the

federal level and available for Commission review. As previously noted, the regulated

community and other interested parties will retain a meaningthl opportunity to comment

on prospective changes at the FCC. Thus, it remains incumbent on pole owners and

attachers, which are sophisticated entities and utilities, to remain diligent and aware of

action being considered by the FCC regarding pole attachments. The regulated

community and interested parties also are not precluded from petitioning the Commission

to consider deviating from FCC rules as appropriate and necessary.

Example. Nay/or v. Department ofPublic Welfare

The CWA erroneously claims that automatic adoption of ffiture changes to the

FCC’s pole attachment rules violates the publication and review requirements of

Pennsylvania law. Neither the Regulatory Review Act, which addresses IRRC’s

structure and review process, nor the Commonwealth Attorneys Act, which outlines the

role of the Office of General Counsel, contain language addressing the automatib

adoption of future amendments. The Commonwealth Documents Law, at 1 Pa. Code

§ 7.4, states in pertinent part:

An agency may omit or modify the procedures specified in

§ 7.1 and 7.2 (reiating to notice of proposed rulemaking

required; and adoption of regulations) if:
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(1) The administrative regulation or change relates to one of
the following:

(v) The interpretation of a self-executing statute or
administrative regulation.

The inclusion of an automatic adoption clause means that the Commission’s regulation

regarding pole attachments can be self-executing; federal amendments could become

effective without additional intervening or implementing action, although as previously

stated, the Commission can reject a change in the federal rules for Pennsylvania. The

Commonwealth Acts do not prohibit such action and, for the reasons stated above, this

mechaiism to adopt updates to the FCC’s rules is practical and in the public interest to

conserve unnecessary time and resources. Chapter 77 is therefore being promulgated in

accordance with the Commonwealth Acts.

We note a commonwealth agency can change applicable standards via a notice

process and not through a rulemaking, when the agency is acting pursuant to existing

authority. By way of example, in Naylor, 69 the Commonwealth Court considered the

Department of Welfare’s (Department) 2010 reduction in “the amount of certain of its

monthly State Supplementary Payments (SSP) to severely disabled, blind, and elderly

indigent Pennsylvania residents,” which was made simply by publishing notice in the

Pennsylvania Bulletin. The Petitioners contended that the Department failed to comply

with statutorily required rulemaking procedures that were set forth in the Commonwealth

Acts. For many years, the SSP had been fixed by regulation; however, the Department

replaced that provision with a new chapter, which in part, provides that “revisions to the

SSP payment levels will be published as a notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin... “70 The

Department claimed that it properly promulgated Section 299.37 of its regulations in

accordance with the Commonwealth Acts and that the Governor’s Office of General

69 Naylor v. Corn., Dept. ofFublic Welfare, 54 A.3d 429,431 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2012) (Naylor).
7055 Pa. Code § 299.37.



Counsel, the Attorney General’s Office, and LRRC approved it, as did the legislative

committees with oversight authority.

The Department further stated that its notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin was

published as part of an established regulatory framework; thus, it was immaterial and

irrelevant whether notice of a reduction in SSP is a statement of policy or a binding norm.

Notice was the vehicle authorized by regulation for revising SSP levels.7’

Ultimately, the Court determined that the Department used, rather than

circumvented, the rulemaking process to alter the prior practice it followed to announce

changes in the amount of SSP.72 The Court held that when the Department issued its

notice reducing the amount of SSP, it did not promulgate a new regulation or a regulatory

amendment because it merely invoked the authority of Section 299.37. Thus, the

Department was not required to comply again with the Commonwealth Acts.73

The Court determined that Section 299.37 was valid by applying the Rohrbaugh

test, which upholds agency regulations as binding on the courts only if they are:

(1) within the agency’s granted power; (2) issued pursuant to proper procedure;

and (3) reasonable.74 The Court concluded that, given the clear language of the Public

Welfare Code, the subject matter of Section 299.37 was within the Department’s

delegated power. The Court also held that the Department properly promulgated -

Section 299.37 pursuant to the Commonwealth Acts.75 Finally, in determining the

reasonableness of Section 299.37, the Court notedthat the Public Welfare Code did not

require the Department to establish the amount of SSP through promulgation of a

regulation.

71 Nay/or at 4i3. -

72 Naylor at 435—436.
‘ Nay/or at 436.

Nay/or at 43435; see a/so Rohrbaugh v. Pa Public Utility Comm ‘n, 727 A.2d 1080, 1085 (Pa. 1999).

Nay/or at 435.
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Similar to Naylor, the subject matter of Chapter 77 — pole attachments — clearly is

within the Commission’s power to regulate, pursuant to both state law under the Public

Utility’ Code and federal law under Section 224(c) of the PAA. The Commission has

authority under state law to assert jurisdiction over pole attachments, as Section 501(a)

provides broad authority for the Commission to act to enforce the Public Utility Code and

“the ifill intent thereof.”76 To assert jurisdiction over pole attachments, the Commission

under federal law must certif’ to the FCC that: (1) it has issued and made effective rules

and regulations implementing the state’s regulatory authority’ over pole attachments; and

(2) with respect to any individual matter it will take final action on any mailer within 180

days after the complaint is filed, absent another time period which cannot exceed 360

days.77 This FRJvI adopts effective rules and regulations for the Commission to exercise

responsible jurisdiction over pole attachments, while also providing a 180-day period for

a final action upon the filing of a complaint unless good cause is shown to have a

decision at a later date not to exceed 270 days.78

Similar to the Department’s claims in Naylor that Section 299.37 was issued

pursuant to proper procedure, the Commission is properly promulgating Chapter 77

pursuant to the requirements of the Commonwealth Acts. The instant rulemaking has

been an open process, which included publication of the proposed Chapter 77, solicited

comments from stakeholders, interested parties, legislative oversight committees and

IRRC, and the final-form regulations will be reviewed by those same oversight

committees, IRRC, and the Attorney General’s Office; ! approved, Chapter 77 outlines

the regulatory framework for the scope of pole attachment regulation in Pennsylvania.

76 Commission authority may be found at 66 Pa. CS. § 313 (authority concurrent with United States);
314 (enforcement of federal rates and service); 501 (enforce the fill intent ofPublic Utility Code,
including as it relates to federal law); 701 (ability of affected persons to file complaints with the
Commission); 1301 (authority overjurisdictional rates); 1501 (authority overjurisdictional services).

47 U.S.C. § 224(c).
We anticipate that the presiding Administrative Law Judge would make a ruling on any request to

extend the deadline for final Commission action in a case, which may be subject to review by the
Commission.
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While notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin was the vehicle authorized by regulation

to revise SSP levels in Nay/or, incorporation of Subpart J is the mechanism chosen by the

Commission to revise pole attachment requirements. The Commission is clearly using

the rulemaking process to assert jurisdiction granted to it under federal law and to

implement regulations that comprehensively consider pole attachment issues in

Pennsylvania. At the same time, the Commission also is establishing a process that

allows for public input prior to the adoption of subsequent federal rule changes in

Pennsylvania. Moreover, for any change in the federal rules that takes effect in

Pennsylvania, the Commission will publish a notice of the effective date of the change in

Pennsylvania in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

Similar to Nay/or, the Commission’s approach to asserting jurisdiction over pole

attachments is reasonable. As previously stated, the Commission seeks to assert

jurisdiction over pole attachments to provide a local forum in Pennsylvania for the timely

resolution of pole attachment disputes. Among other things, the Commission’s assertion

ofjurisdiction will assist Pennsylvania pole owners and those entities that seek to utilize

pole attachments, including those entities seeking to deploy’ much-needed broadband

network access elements across the Commonwealth. To assert jurisdiction both promptly

and cautiously, the Commission’s approach for Pennsylvania is to adopt the FCC’s pole

attachment regulations at Subpart J, as amended from time to time. Such an approach is

entirely consistent with the Commission’s authority’ under state law, and this turn-key

approach will ensure the timely availability of the Commission’s adjudicatory process to

stakeholders for the prompt resolution of pole attachment disputes.

Multiple commentators noted the precedent across state agencies of adopting a

federal framework, by reference, in place of crafting a state-specific regime. As the

Commission has noted, an entirely new state-specific regime with detailed

Pennsylvania-specific rules, regulations, processes, and procedures is likely to yield only

incremental benefits to Pennsylvania residents while being a time-consuming, costly
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endeavor that will create regulatory uncertainty’ at the outset, as ‘veil as every time the

Commission initiates a new rulemaking to modiQv its rules. That is particularly the case,

given that matters of pole attachments are critical to deploying broadband in

Pennsylvania and are the subject of considerably detailed national rules to date. Given

these considerations, the Commission prefers to keep parity with the FCC’s rules.

At the same time, despite some commentators disagreeing with the Commission’s

decision to adopt fUture federal amendments, no parties cited any evidence that the

Commission is prohibited from incorporating the federal regulations as its framework.

We note that the automatic adoption of fUture federal pole attachment rule changes as

proposed in this FRIvI does not preclude the Commission from considering petitions from

Pennsylvania entities to reconsider specific federal changes or from initiating a

rulemaking proceeding to address Pennsylvania-specific needs or regulations that appear

to conflict with the public interest. We fUrther note that automatic adoption of fUture

federal rule changes as proposed in this FRIvI also does not prohibit or constrain the

Commission’s ability to diverge from FCC regulations. Thus, the Commission has

provided a plethora of reasons to support its decision and to illustrate the reasonableness

of its approach, especially to initially assert jurisdiction.

The Commission reserves its authority to balance the needs of pole owners, pole

attachers, and the public need for access to reasonable and adequate telecommunications

services. As shared previously, the Commission agrees with the PTA that the

Commission should act, in most instances, to address pole attachment rule changes at the

federal level only after the industry and regulators have had time to review the success or

failure of the implementation of such changes. Indeed, the review process adopted today

applicable to fUture changes to the federal rules does just that in response to those

concerns and comments. Parties including PECO and Verizon acknowledge that the
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Commission has authority to convene a rulemaking after automatic adoption to examine

and reconsider any changes that become effective after 60 days.79

We will discuss in greater detail below the formation ofa Working Group on pole

attachment issues, but at this juncture it is important to state that the Commission will

keep open lines of communication with pole attachment stakeholders to stay apprised of

concerns from those in the industry. The Commission anticipates that this Working

Group, comprised of pole owners (including those exempt from Commission regulation)

and attachers and Commission staff, will be well-positioned to advise and share on the

effectiveness of federal rule changes and their impacts on Pennsylvania consumers.

Against this regulatory landscape, the Commission believes that the appropdate

time for pole owners to raise concerns against attachers about safety, adequacy, and

reliability’ is through the formal complaint process after an application to attach is

disputed or after a dispute is raised about the rates, terms, and conditions of an

attachment. Moreover, whether prior to or after the filing of a formal complaint, pole

owners can pursue Commission alternative dispute resolution in the form of mediation if

the parties choose to use what may prove to be a more cost-effective way to address their

dispute.

Disposition: The Commission Will Adopt the FCC’s Regulations in Existence When

Chapter 77 Becomes Effective and Will Automatically Adopt Future

Changes Subject to Certain Exceptions

Based on our review and evaluation of stakeholders’ comments, the Commission

will adopt the FCC’s pole attachment complaint procedure regulations at Subpart J, as

they exist at the time of our adoption of 52 Pa. Code Chapter 77. Also, the Commission

will automatically adopt future federal changes, which will take effect in Pennsylvania

60 days after their effective date by the FCC, unless the Commission publishes a notice in

PECO at 2—3; PTA at 6; Verizon Reply Comments at 9.
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the Pennsylvania Bulletin that such changes may not take effect. In any event, the

Commission reserves authority’, pursuant to its general authority’ under the Code, to

deviate from the FCC’s rules if Pennsylvania-specific needs arise, orto consider, at a

ifiture time, adoption of a new regulatory regime with Pennsylvania-specific rates, terms

and conditions for pole attachments. Such a determination to diverge from the federal

regulations would require the Commission to initiate a rulemaking proceeding.

At this time, however, the Commission is resolute in the necessity, especially at

first and going forward, to proceed with a turn-key adoption of the FCC’s pole

attachment regulations. As noted in our NPRM, Pennsylvania-specific regulations would

be unlikely to provide anything more than incremental improvement above what are

well-established installation practices.8° This approach will meet the needs of

Pennsylvania’s regulated community in a timely manner. The Commission believes it is

well-positioned to balance stakeholder and constituent needs regarding broadband access

and physical infrastructure deployment, particularly with opportunity to receive input

from the interested public and stakeholders on ifiture changes to the FCC’s rules during

the 60-day review process established in Chapter 77.

The Commission is amenable to the recommendations advocated by the CBPA,

whereby FCC rules concerning attachments would undergo review by the Commission

within months of the rules becoming effective at the federal level, and of the PTA, to

address rule changes after the industry’ and regulators have had time to review the success

or failure of their implementation. We are unwillingto embrace Verizon’s position that

we make clear the Commission will not entertain arguments for different rules. At the

same time, we will not presently commit to considering the adoption of wholly separate

Pennsylvania rates, terms and conditions to replace the federal framework that governs

pole attachments, which was advocated for by the OCA.

80NPRM at 11.
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The Commission reiterates that the most effective means of resolving all these

concerns is with an automatic adoption clause coupled with the Chapter 77 review

process established in this FRM. As explained previously, the Commission will utilize

an automatic adoption process for future changes to the federal pole attachment rules that

provides the Commission the opportunity to address such changes prior their taking

effect. The Commission will also consider advice it receives from the Working Group.

The Commission rejects the suggestion of the CWA to adopt the FCC’s rules as they

existed on the date our NPRM was released, July 12, 2018, and to ignore the OTMR

regime, updated “shot clocks,” and self-help allowances subsequently implemented by

the FCC.8’ First, even as stakeholders await the Commission’s FRM regarding pole

attachments, they are implementing the new regime and making appropriate adjustments

to their operations. Second, the rules are effective notwithstanding the pending appeals

because those rules have not been stayed. Moreover, interested parties were given an

opportunity to file comments with the FCC to express their positions and concerns. Thus,

these parties will be in no worse position by the Commission’s automatic adoption than if

the Commission did not assume jurisdiction.

The Commission also disagrees with First Energy that the Commission was

unclear in its intention about newly adopted or ifiture changes to the FCC’s regulations.82

While our NPRM specifically adopted the federal provisidns in place in July 2018,

Section 77.4 was clear that the Commission intended ifiture changes to become effective

as amendments were approved, as occurred through the FCC 2018 Poles Order. The

Commissioh also is not inclined to wait until petitions for reconsideration or any appeals

of these recent federal changes are settled. If reversed on appeal, then, of course, the

Commission would obey that outcome. In this way, the Commission’s rules will

consistently mirror those of the FCC. The Commission acknowledges how critical it is to

SI CWA at 5.
82 First Energy at 3. See also DLC at 4.
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provide regulatory certainty rather than additional burdens and expenses where

broadband investment is contemplated and desired.

The Commission agrees with the CTIA that automatic adoption of federal

regulations is neither new nor novel to our regulations. The Commission believes that

federal amendments taking effect in Pennsylvania 60 days after the FCC’s effective date

is appropriate to allow affected parties to make necessary adjustments and for the

Commission to provide notice to Pennsylvania entities as it deems necessary.

Section 77.4 will be amended as follows:

(a) This chapter adopts the rates, terms and conditions of
access to and use of utility poles, ducts, conduits and
rights-of-way to the frill extent provided for in 47 U.S.C.

§ 224 and 47 CFR Chapter I, Subchapter A, Part 1, Subpart J
(relating to pole attachment complaint procedures), inclusive
of ffiture changes as those regulations thay be amended.

(c) Notwithstanding Paragraph (b), an amendment or
modification under paragraph (a) shall take effect 60 days
after the effective date of the Federal change unless the
Commission publishes a notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin

stating that the amendment or modification may not take
effect.

The Commission will continue to monitor pole attachment activity at the FCC diligently.

This approach will help ensure that the Commission flags changes to the federal pole

attachment rules as they occur. However, the Working Group also shall be expected to

monitor diligently the FCC’s pole attachment regulations and should alert Commission

staff of federal regulatory changes that may have Pennsylvania-specific impacts and may

need to be investigated ffirther before becoming effective in the Commonwealth. Based

on recommendations from the Working Group, the Commission may delay the effective

date of federal amendments in Pennsylvania Additionally, individual parties may
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petition the Commission for the postponement of FCC amendments, as provided in

Chapter 77 of the Commission’s regulations even following their adoption.

The Commission finds it unnecessary to add ExteNet’s proposed subsection (b) to

Section 77.4. No parties will be precluded, through the Commission’s adoption of

Chapter 77, from petitioning the Commission to initiate a rulemaking to deviate from the

federal rules. The Commission is not compelled to include this explicitly in its

regulations Or to specify’ how it will address or dispose of such petitions. Parties are

always free under the Public Utility Code to petition the Commission for relief on any

matter they deem appropriate and within the Commission’s jurisdiction.

As the Commission makes no large or sweeping amendments to its proposed

rulemaking, but rather maintains the status quo and clarifies certain provisions in

response to stakeholder comments, it is unnecessary to begin a new proposed rulemaking

at this time simply to account for FCC reforms. Pole owners, attachers, and other

interested parties had an opportunity to place their positions on the record at the FCC

prior to the FCC’s adoption of its new regime. Parties with Pennsylvania-specific

interests have now been given the chance to comment on the Commission’s proposals

and have provided thoughtful insights about the federal changes for our consideration.

Moreover, with future changes to the federal rules, the Commission is establishing a

review process that provides notice and opportunity to be heard prior to such changes

taking effect in Pennsylvania.

Changes to our pole attachment regulations in the future that deviate from the

FCC’s rules will come to our attention likely through the efforts of the Working Group

and from petitions filed by pole owners and attachers as perceived needs for amendments

arise. The Commission is not improperly delegating its authority by incorporating the

federal regulations and no parties have provided evidence or cited cases that preclude the

Commission from adopting this regulatory framework. Moreover, IRRci has previously
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approved state agency adoption in toto of federal rules, including the automatic adoption

of future changes to the federal rules.

Had the Commission decided to deviate from the proposals in its NPRM, which

recommend adopting the FCC’s rules inclusive of future changes, we may be more

inclined to issue an Advance Notice of Final Rulemaking. However, these final-form

regulations are a logical, practical outgrowth ofourNPRM. The revisions made in this

Final Rulemaking Order from our earlier NPRM are responsive to the issues raised in

comments and are not material; stakeholders will not be unexpecting of its conclusions.

E. Section 77.5. Resolution of disputes

Comments

The Commission’s proposed Section 77.5 addresses the resolution of disputes by

making its mediation, formal complaint and adjudicative procedures under 52 Pa. Code

Chapters 1, 3 and 5 available to stakeholders in pole attachment disputes. Several parties

support a dispute process that will reach prompt resolutions of pole attachment issues.83

The Commission will apply, at least in its initial assertion ofjurisdiction. existing FCC

regulations concerning rates, terms and conditions of pole attachnwnts.

Regarding dispute resolution, CBPA believes that the Commission could

incorporate various aspects of its mediation processes; however, CBPA states that

whatever alternative dispute resolution process is chosen, it should allow for prompt

resolution and involve Commission staff knowledgeable about pole attachment issues.84

The PTA adds that an expedited dispute resolution process would be less cumbersome,.

time-consuming, and expensive than the Commission’s fonnal complaint process.85

83 CenturvLink at 2; PTA at 2.
CBPA at 6.

85 PTA at 3.
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In 2004, the New York Public Service Commission (NY PSC) adopted an order

that addressed dispute resolution of pole attachment issues.86 In his Statement to the

instant rulemaking, Commissioner Norman J. Kennard sought comment on the value of

adopting an expedited dispute resolution process similar to the one adopted by the

NY PSC. CenturyLink, MAW, and NetSpeed each comment that they would support a

similar expedited process.87 Under that NY PSC process, a pole attachment dispute is

discussed at the intermediate level at a company for ten days before going to a “Company

Ombudsman” for consideration for an additional twelve days. After this occurs, the

dispute may be taken to the NY PSC for expedited resolution.88 NetSpeed envisions an

expedited resolution at the Commission as a substantive decision rendered by

Commission staff with significant knowledge of outside plant and the legal provisions

pertaining to pole access. Such a process, according to NetSpeed, should be appealable

to the Ml Commission through a formal complaint.89 CTIA supports an enhanced,

expedited process that involves the Commission’s technical staff, but notes that if

litigation is unavoidable, Maine’s expedited docket process may be a useffil model.9°

• Crown Castle shares its concern that, unlike the FCC which decides many issues

“on paper,” the Commission does not currently have a formal complaint adjudication

process that omits trial-type hearings before presiding officers in the OALJ, which can be

lengthy and costly.9’

DQE Communications welcomes the opportunity to avail itself to the

Commission’s adjudicatory process and notes the difficulty of hiring expensive

86 Proceeding Motion ofthe Commission Concerning Certain Pole Attachment Issues, NY Pub. Serv.
Comm’n Case 03-M-0432, Order adopting Policy Statement on Pole Attachments (Aug. 6, 2004).

CenturyLink at 6; MAW at 3; NetSpeed at 3.
88 NetSpeed at].
89 Id.
° CTIA at 7 (See Investigation into Practices and Acts Regarding Access to Utility Poles, State of Maine
Public Utilities Commission, Docket No. 201—371 (Order entered July 12, 2011)).
91 Crown Castle at 6.
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Washington D.C.-based counsel to obtain results that often prove meaningless due to the

time that lapses before a decision is rendered by the FCC. DQE states that rules,

processes, and the reconciliation of differences between pole owners and attachers are

best handled at the local level, a sentiment shared by many commentators.92

ExteNet draws the Commission’s attention to Congess only allowing states to

exercise jurisdiction over pole attachment rates, terms and conditions when a state has

procedures in place to take action on a complaint within 180 days of the complaint being

filed. ExteNet acknowledges the Commission’s inclusion of Chapter 3 of the

Commission’s regulations, which allows for emergency relief, in its proposed

Section 77.5; however, ExteNet offers more explicit language by proposing a

subsection (d):

A final action on any proceeding brought under this chapter
shall be issued within 180 days of the filing of a complaint
with the Commission. The assigned presiding officer shall

• have discretion to accordingly adjust responsive timelines
provided for under 52 Pa. Code Chapters 1, 3 and 5 to meet
this timeframe for resolution.93

• Verizon cites 47 U.S.C. § 224(c)(3) and updated 47 CFR § 1.1405(1) to remind the

Commission that jurisdiction reverts to the FCC if the state does not meet the statutory

deadline in any individual case, 180 days after a complaint is filed with the state.93 At a

minimum, Verizon believes the Commission should comply with the FCC’s 180-day shot

clock to decide complaints alleging denial of access and the FCC’s 270-day shot clock

that applies to complaints that allege unjust and unreasonable rates, terms, and

92 DQE Communications at 3—4; see also CTIA at 2, First Energy at 2; PECO at 2; PTA at 2 (“While the

FCC has recently taken strides to improve the situation... the agency has proven not to be an effective

venue for adjudicating grievances which [PTA members] may have with pole owners for a variew of

reasons; most notably the costs associated with the time and effort required to achieve a resolution.”).

ExteNet at 8—9.
Verizon at 12—13. Verizon does not address the Section 224(c)(3)(B)Oi) option to establish a decision

timeline other than 180 days so long as it does not exceed 360 days.



conditions.95 Verizon notes that the Commission could make mediation available and

provide assistance and incentives for negotiated settlement of disputes.96

First Energy ciairns that the use of “may” in proposed Section 77.5(a) raises the

question whether the Commission’s dispute resolution procedures are conclusively to be

applied or whether parties or the Commission may choose to apply, in the alternative, the

FCC dispute procedures.97 First Energy also notes that, while the Commission’s

procedures could be lengthier than the FCC’s 270-day “shot clock,” which was part of

the July 2Q18 Order, such procedures could allow for a more thily-developed evidentiaiy

record on which to base decisions.98

FSN advocates for the Commission to make clear that parties can use the

Commission’s abbreviated dispute resolution process (ADRP),99 which was specifically

developed fora limited number of interconnection-type disputes between

telecommunications carriers to create a more level playing field for competitors to avail

themselves of the Commission’s dispute process and to receive a more timely resolution

of disputes with incumbent public utilities.100 Under this process, the presiding

Administrative Law Judge is required to issue an Initial Decision resolving a dispute

within 30 calendar days of the filing of the Dispute Resolution Petition. Upon the filing

of exceptions and replies, a final Commission order is then due 45 days from the due date

for the replies. It is important to note that the ADRP referenced by FSN is a process to

obtain an expedited decision from the Commission, which is different than the

Commission’s mediation process, where no such expedited decision is part of that

process.

Verizon at 13.
961d.

First Energy at 5.
9S First Energy at 12.

Interim Guidelinesfor Abbreviated Dispute Resolution Process, Docket No. M-0002 1685, Finai Order

entered August 31, 2005.
°° FSN at 3—4.
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Subsection (b) states that “Parties before the Commission under [federal law] shall

employ the procedural requirements therein except where silent or in cases of conflict

where 52 Pa. Code Chapters 1, 3 and 5 will control.” PPL contends that the FCC

regulations differ from the Commission’s informal and formal complaint procedure and

requests clarification about which regulation will control if there is a conflict.’0’ PPL

believes that the existing FCC adjudicatory and dispute resolution processes are astarting

point on which the Commission can build, but states that Pennsylvania would benefit

from a holistic state level perspective that balances the safety and reliability of the

electric distribution system, adequate cost recovery for attachments, and the need for

timely access to utility’ infrastructure.°2

Following concerns expressed by a commentator that it will be difficult for parties

to determine federal sections that are silent or that do not control, IRRC requests that the

Commission explain how it will implement subsection (b) in the final-form regulation.

DLC states that is unclear whether the Commission expects parties to use the

Pennsylvania Code or the Code of Federal Regulations in preparing complaints and for

dismissals. DLC recommends that the Commission decline to adopt Sections

1.1404—1.1408(as they were in place in July 2018) and instead utilize 52 Pa. Code

Chapters 1, 3 and 5 to adjudicate any disputes.’°3

Regarding the NPRM’s proposed Section 77.5(c), IRRC seeks clarification about

whether the Commission’s adjudicatory ifinctions and processes will look to FCC

decisions and precedent to resolve disputes or if the Commission will develop separate

precedent as it adjudicates pole attachment matters. This inquiry stems from the

Commission’s response to Question #10 on the completed Regulatory Analysis

Form (RAF) which stated that “[ijf adopted, Chapter 77 will provide stakeholders with

‘°‘ PPLat3.
102 PPL at 5.
103 DLC at 5.
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the opportunity to access the PUC’s] adjudicatory’ resources and to develop precedent

relevant to the challenges of broadband deployment in Pennsylvania.” I7RRC looks to

have this statement reconciled with Section 77.5(c), which states that the Commission

will consider FCC orders promulgating and interpreting federal pole attachment rules and

federal court decisions as persuasive authority in construing 47 U.S.C § 224 and

47CFR 1.1401—1.1425;

PECO claims it is unaware of any complaints that the Commission’s current

dispute resolution process is too slow and does not believe changes to streamline the

process are necessary.’°4 PECO also proposes to revise Section 77.5(c) to add a new

clause to the end, as follows:

.the Commission will consider [FCC] orders promulgating

and interpreting federal pole attachment rules and federal
court decisions.. .as persuasive authority in construing the
provisions of47 U.S.C. § 224 and 47 CFR § 1.1401—1.1425,

but may deviate from those rulings to make its own
determinations ofwhether rates, terms, and conditions ofpole
attachments are just and reasonable.105

The CBPA suggests that Section 77.5 be amended to state that FCC orders and

Federal court decisions be treated as “persuasive, but not presumptive, authority in

construing provisions of 47 U.S.C. § 224 and 47 CFR § 1.1401_1.1425.b06 NetSpeed is

uncomfortable with the language in Section 77.5(c) that provides that the Commission

“will consider FCC orders.. .persuasive authority in construing the provisions of

47 U.S.C. § 224 and 47 CFR § 1.1401-1.1425.” NetSpeed argues that certain FCC

interpretations are unfavorable, could be improved, and then encourages the Commission

to be open to deviating from the federal standards as it encounters real-life disputes.’°7

Thus, NetSpeed proffers language similar to that used by the NY PSC, which reads:

104 PECO at 14. .

PECO at 3.
‘°6CBPA at 4.
07 NetSpeed at 3.
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Our new approach to pole attachments will adhere to the
FCC’s methods and practices unless we find a compelling
reason to depart from them.108

(Emphasis added).

Meanwhile. CenturyLink supports using Section 77.5(c) as proposed in the NPRM

to use FCC requirements as persuasive in construing federal law and FCC regulations)°9

Disposition: The Commission Will Permit Parties to Pole Attachment Disputes to

Use the Commission’s Formal and Mediation Processes to Readily
Dispose of Conflicts

The Commission will make available to parties to pole attachment disputes both

its formal complaint process, pursuant to Chapters 1, 3 and 5 of Title 52 of the

Pennsylvania Code and Title 66 Pa. C.S. (related to the Public Utility Code), as well as its

mediation process outlined at 52 Pa. Code § 69.39 1—69.396. These processes will allow

for prompt resolution of disputes and utilize staff knowledgeable about pole attachment

issues. We agree with the position expressed by several commentators that allowing

parties to these disputes to avail themselves to the Commission’s processes will result in

less time-consuming and expensive resolutions.

As DQE Communications noted, and we agree, the Commission’s assertion of

jurisdiction will benefit those who ofien struggle with defending themselves in FCC

proceedings. Similarly, we agree with VNCI that the local forum disputes to be

adjudicated will allow smaller carriers and companies to pursue formal complaint in a

more cost-effective manner.

The Commission disagrees with the assertion of Crown Castle that the

Commission does not presently have a formal complaint process that omits trial-type

108 Netspeed at 3.
109 CenturyLink at2.
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hearings. We note that the Commission’s procedural rules allow for the possible

resolution of a formal complaint at the pleadings stage prior to any evidentiaiy, trial-type

hearing. Moreover, an evidentiaiy, trial-type hearing is not always required, as a paper

hearing may suffice when only questions of law or policy are involved. The Commission

also points out that its mediation process can be utilized as a reasonable alternative that

the parties may choose or that the Commission may assign, pursuant to Section 69.392(e)

of our regulations. In .fact, a party may request mediation prior to the commencement of

a proceeding pursuant to Section 69.392(b) of our regulations. We note that when the

parties seek mediation following the filing of a formal complaint, the request to seek

mediation often acts as a stay upon any statutory or regulatory deadline governing the

formal proceeding.

At this juncture, the Commission does not outline an additional expedited dispute

process other than noting that the Commission’s existing formal process includes a

mediation process before or during a formal proceeding. Consequently, the Commission

will take a “wait and see” approach on whether such an expedited decision-making

process is necessary, depending on what issues arise in adjudicating pole attachment

disputes. In the future, the Commission could adopt policies similar to those existing in

New York to handle disputes more promptly and meet needs in the public’s interest. At

present, we will decline from expressly naming the ADRP option in Chapter 77.

Below, the Commission will discuss the creation of a working group which will be

convened following adoption of this FRM. One task of the Working Group will be to

evaluate the dispute resolution process and how it can be improved to more efficiently

meet parties’ needs and expectations regarding pole attachments. The Commission

believes this will be an appropriate forum for discussion on whether to implement

expedited dispute resolution procedures.
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Verizon and ExteNet claim that the Commission’s jurisdiction reverts to the FCC

in any individual case if the state does not meet the statutory’ deadline and take action

within 180 days. 47 U.S.C. § 224(c)(3)(B)(ii) and the updated 47 CFR § 1.1405(0(2)

also allow for the Commission to retain jurisdiction if Pennsylvania’s rules and

regulations for final action do not extend beyond 360 days after the filing of a complaint.

Against the backdrop of these two provisions, the Commission rejects ExteNet’s

proposed language for a new subsection to Section 77.5. However, the Commission

recognizes the necessity that pole attachment adjudications be completed within 180 days

as the Commission’s rules do not otherwise prescribe that action hmst be taken

within 360 days. Therefore, we propose to add anew Section 77.5(d) codif5’ing that the

Commission will issue a decision within 180 days of the filing of a formal complaint

initiating a pole attachment dispute unless good cause is shown for additional time

beyond 180 days. If good cause is shown, the Commission will issue its decision within

270 days of the filing of the complaint. This timeline for a decision in a pole attachment

dispute is entirely consistent with Section 224(c)(3)(B)(ii) of the PAA. The

Commission’s OALJ will be mindthl of this deadline and dispose of pole attachment

disputes accordingly.

First Energy comments that the word “may” in Section 77.5(a) leaves open the

question of whether the Commission’s dispute resolution processes are to be applied or

the FCC’s procedures. The Commission takes this opportunity to clarif,’ that

Section 77.5(a) merely enables parties to pole attachment disputes to avail themselves of

Commission process and have those disputes disposed of by the Commission’s OAIJ

using the formal complaint and/or mediation processes.

In Section 77.5(b), the Commission makes clear that its procedural rules will

generally be followed. When Commission regulations are silent, the FCC’s procedural

regulations found at47 CFR § 1.720—1.740 will control so long as they do not conflict

with the Public Utility Code. This disposes of PPL’s concern about which procedural



regulations control. The Commission does agree with PPL’s assessment that

Peimsylvania would benefit from a state-level perspective and believes this is precisely

the kind of balancing that the commission can offer to the dispute resolution process that

may be less available at the FCC. Moreover, reliance on the Commission’s rules of

procedure is more efficient and cost-effective than attempts to resolve a

Pennsylvania-specific proceeding using federal rules that differ.

The Commission believes that applying its procedural rules in the Public Utility

Code and Chapters 1, 3, and 5 of the Pennsylvania Code will address the concerns

represented by IRRC. In the instance where the Commission’s procedural rules and

related precedent are silent, the presiding officers in the OALJ are well-equipped to

handle issues raised by parties about federal procedures. In this instance, complaining

and responding parties should look to the FCC’s streamlined pole attachment procedural

regulations found at47 CFR § 1.720—1.740. To the extent that a.party believes that

these rules fail to provide the same due process protections afforded by our procedural

rules, the offended party may raise those arguments in pleadings.

The Commission maintains in its final-form regulations that FCC and court

decisions and precedent will be persuasive, and not controlling precedent. IRRC

expresses conffision about this language as compared to our response to Question #10 on

our previously submitted RAP which leaves room for the Commission to develop

precedent relevant to broadband deployment across the Commonwealth. The

Commission would acknowledge the wisdom of long-standing FCC practice and

experience to interpret its pole attachment rules. At the same time, the Commission

anticipates challenges to the federal rules that may come to the Commission for

resolution, which have not yet been adjudicated on the federal level once we assume

jurisdiction. Similarly, we can envision instances where an interpretation by the FCC,

which is charged with developing a nationwide scheme, may not align with Pennsylvania

interests.
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For reasons like this, the Commission agrees with commentators who state that

FCC interpretations should not be presumptive and that, occasionally, reasons may exist

to deviate from the FCC’s interpretation. Thus, our language in Section 77.5(c) does not

preclude the Commission from using its discretion to form separate interpretations to

benefit the Commonwealth. FCC orders are persuasive, meaning that they do not

establish binding precedent that the Commission would follow regardless of whether any

particular application would be rational under a set of given circumstances.

PECO, NetSpeed, and the CBPA propose language to allow the Commission to

exercise its discretion in interpreting FCC rules and court decisions. Section 77.5(c)

adequately addresses these concerns by clariiing that the Commission will consider

FCC orders promulgating and interpreting federal pole attachment rules as persuasive

authority.

F. ExteNet’s Proposed Transparency Provision

ExteNet contends that it, and other attachers, have no way of knowing whether

they are being treated in a nondiscriminatory manner because most, if not all, pole

attachment agreements are not public documents and the FCC’s formula for setting pole

attachment rates is based on complex information known only to the utility setting such

rates. To remedy this claimed shortcoming in the FCC’s rules, ExteNet proposes a

Section 77.6 to the Commission’s regulations titled Transparency:

(a) Within 30 days of the effective date of this Chapter, all
utilities under the jurisdiction of this Chapter shall file with
the Commission, in a docket established for such purpose,
any existing pole attachment agreements between that utility
and attachers. Utilities shall file all ftture pole attachment
agreements within 14 days of such agreement’s execution.

(b) Within 90 days of the effective date of this Chapter, all
utilities under the jurisdiction of this Chapter shall file with
the Commission, in a docket established for such purpose,
any pole attachment and conduit rates and the basis therefore.
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If a utility enters into an agreement for a rate not previously
provided in said docket, such rate and the basis therefore shall
be filed with the Commission within 14 days.

Disposition: ExteNet’s Proposed Transparency Provision

The Commission declines to adopt ExteNet’s proposed remedy that would require

public utilities to file existing pole attachment agreements with the Commission. The

Commission does not believe that these documents should be introduced to the public

sphere or that the Commission should be custodians of this information. Unless such

transparency becomes required due to complaints by pole attachers that they are being

treated in a discriminatory fashion, this is not an issue that the FCC has addressed, or that

the Commission is inclined to address, in this rulemaking. However, Commission

adjudications and rulings on pole attachments agreements and disputes will, upon

completion, become public record. Thus, going forward, there should be a far greater

degree of transparency available to stakeholders and the interested public. Moreover, this

may be a good topic for the Working Group to consider.

C. Private Citizen Letters

Mr. David Hommel supports the service he receives from MAW as well as the

Commission’s exercise of reverse preemption over pole attachments because he believes

it will ensure that competition for other services requiring use of utility poles is free and

fair. He expresses concerns that, if private companies can set attachment rates, a

“landscape littered with utility poles” will result. He has concerns that private companies

that are also public utilities are able to place poles on public and private lands without

leasing land because “poles provide a public service.”

Ms. Rosemarie Keen supports the regulation of pole attachments, states that PPL

should not ask for such high fees, and expresses appreciation for the Lancaster City

Connect program.
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Mr. David Kob expresses concerns of collusion stating that PPL is reffising to

provide MAW access to its poles but is allowing access to Comcast.

Mr. Charles Lardner supports the Commission regulating pole attachments but

does not support government regulation where avoidable. •He also expresses concerns

that PPL is imposing fees to prevent cities from providing services via pole attachments

that may be usury or a violation of monopoly or anti-trust laws. He supports the use of a

working group or committee to ensure needs of both owners and attachers are

incorporated in agreements.

Ms. Carolyn Robbins supports MAW bringing fiber optic internet service to

Lancaster. She expresses concerns that PPL is refusing MAW’s efforts to submit data for

service drop attachments and is removing attachments for “no proven violation.” She

supports MAW’s (1) right to see regulations regarding service drop attachment

requirements, (2) offer to pay for “PPL’s computer glitch” that required them to

reposition attachments, and (3) “expectation to pay a fair price for” make-ready and

engineering fees.

Mr. John Roose supports the Commission assuming jurisdiction over pole

attachments, rates, and conditions and providing for the timely resolution of disputes. He

supports the November 15, 2018 comments from NetSpeed and the October 29, 2012

comments from MAW Communications, specifically regarding expediting the dispute

resolution process. He also specifically supports the section of MAW’s comments

regarding funding to support new commission responsibilities. He expresses concerns

regarding the “impasse” between MAW Communications and PPL and that his service

may be terminated without further notice. Mr. Roose comments, “[W]e observe a classic

David vs. Goliath situation: Big corporations enjoying use of public rights-of-way vs.

entities competitively expanding internet services who much depend on access to

facilities of the Big Corporations.”
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Mr. Trevor Roy comments that he is concerned over the “LanCity Connect”

project in Lancaster, PA, and is unhappy with what he has read about PPL’s behavior

regarding poles access. He believes that PPL is not serving the best interests of the

public, is not negotiating in good faith, and that competition is needed. He specifically

alleges that PPL is “price gouging” engineering costs for pole attachments.

Mr. John Siegrist asks the Commission to create a rule that will not interrupt the

internet service provided by MAW Communications. He agrees with the comments

submitted by MAW which state that lengthy disputes are a burden on subscribers who are

waiting for high speed broadband service. He also notes that he is satisfied with the

services he has received from MAW and that they helped increase competition in the city

of Lancaster.

COMMISSIONERS’ STATEMENTS AND INQUIRIES

Working Group -

- Comments responding to the Commissioners’ specific questions, as presented

through their separate statements, focused on the creation of a pole attachments working

group. Parties amenable to such a group expressed the need for the scope of the potential

working group’s existence to be clearly defined.110

PPL believes there is great value in establishing a pole attachment working group

and looks forward to participating if one is created.11t The CBPA recommended that the

Commission would benefit from a state-specific advisory’ committee having broad

membership comprised of individuals from the Commission’s technical personnel,

regulated utilities, ILECs, current and potential attachers, and governmental entities.

° CenturyLink at 6—7 (“If the Commission wants to undertake a workshop, it should be limited in
scope — i.e., limited to how best to implement the FCC requirements and th[e] Commission’s process for

handling disputes.”); see also CTIA at 8; PECO at 16.
PPL at 4.
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Recommendations regarding engineering and cost recovery issues could be amongst the

pole attachment matters discussed.112 Crown Castle sees merit to the establishment of a

working group that bridges private and public entities regarding pole attachment

issues.3 First Energy suggests that a working group could help clarify how the

Commission intends to address new, yet-to-be promulgated FCC regulations and

contribute to discussions about whether the Commission’s dispute resolution processes

are mandatory’ or whether the FCC procedures may be 14

DQE Communications. DLC and Verizon see no value in establishing a working

group at this time.1t5

Disposition: Creation of a Pole Attachment Working Group

The Commission proposes to add Section 77.7, which will institute a pole

attachment Working Group consisting of industry, Commission staff, and the Statutory

Advocates. The Law Bureau, in coordination with the Bureau of Technical Utility

Services and the Office of Special Assistants, shall be responsible for convening a

stakeholder working group that pole owners (including those exempt from commission

regulation), attachers, the Statutory Advocates, and main interest groups will be invited to

join. The Working Group will be established within 30 days of the effective date of

Chapter 77.

The Working Group shall be charged with monitoring and advising the

Commission on federal and state pole attachment issues, providing an ongoing forum for

parties to discuss issues and ideas regarding pole attachment regulations, and evaluating

the effectiveness and efficiency of Commission cothplaint, mediation, and dispute

resolution processes. The Working Group shall convene at least annually, but also may

fl2 CBPA at 4.
113 Crown Castle at 10; see also MAW at 2: PREA at 3.
114 First Energy at 13.
‘ DQE Communications at4; DLC at 7; Verizon at 17.



convene upon stakeholder request to address specific issues that may arise. Moreover, as

previously discussed, the Working Group may advise the Commission that it believes a

ffiture change to the federal pole attachment rules should not apply in Pennsylvania.

The Law Bureau shall be responsible for presenting the Commission with issues

the Working Group identifies as requiring attention or amendment. The Law Bureau

shall annually report its findings to the Commission regarding issues developed in the

stakeholder working group along with any recommended Commission action as

appropriate. This Working Group will provide a forum in which interested stakeholders

can discuss issues that have arisen and ideas for more effective regulation of pole

attachments. As several commentators requested that such a working group include pole

owners exempt from regulation for their insight, the Working Group will include these

stakeholders. As a preview, the Commission specifically identifies one prospective topic

that such a working group might be asked to address: expedited and abbreviated dispute

resolution processes.

This Working Group will continue dialogue between pole owners and pole

attachers as well as provide a forum for all stakeholders to influence policy and

recommend changes to benefit Pennsylvanians. The Commission believes that an

ongoing working group to discuss pole attachment concerns will ensure that the

Commission remains apprised of industry concerns and will aid in resolving disputes

efficiently and deploying broadband across the state while being mindifil of electric

safety and reliability.

Comprehensive Registry of Poles and Pole Attachments

CBPA supports a centralized, comprehensive registry that (1) is accessible by

current and ffiture pole attachers; (2) is free of cost to access; (3) includes what is

attached and in which space an attachment is located; (4) is updated frequently to insure
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accurate information; and (5) contains industry-accepted measurement data.6 MAW

also supports the concept of a comprehensive registry to accelerate broadband

deployment, assist in expediting disputes, and decrease costly repeated surveying of

poles)17

CentuiyLink and PECO opine that a registry of poles and attachment is

problematic in terms of maintenance and would be an expensive endeavor.118 DLC adds

that there is little necessity and limited benefit to ratepayers in creating such a registry)19

Pole owners often consider such information proprietary and collection and disclosure

could create national security concerns and cybersecurity vulnerabilities)2° PECO also

notes that, consistent with current FCC policy, many utilities provide maps on a

confidential basis to attaching entities that request and pay for this information.121

The OCA suggests that the Commission should consider compiling information

from facility owners such as the rates charged (and supporting documents), how they

track/manage pole and conduit investments, and specific characteristics of the facilities,

as well as any “photographic inventory of poles and manhole access to conduits.” OCA

states that such information may help the Commission meet the commitment set out in

Section 224(c) that it “consider the interests of the subscribers of the services offered via

such attachments, as well as the interests of the consumers of the utility services.”122

CBPA at 6.
117 MAW at 2.
118 CenturyLink at 6; PECO at 15; Verizon at 16—17.

DLC at 6; see also PPL at 6.
120 CenturyLink at 6; see also CTIA at 8; DLC at 6 (The Company maintains a database of its poles but

has serious concerns regarding making that database accessible to others outside the Company); First

Energy at 13; PECO at 15; Verizon at 17.
121 PECO at 15.
122 OCA at 7.
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Disposition: Comprehensive Registry of Poles and Pole Attachments

While the Commission understands the benefits that pole attachers might receive

from the creation of such a registry, these benefits are outweighed by the concerns

expressed by the parties opposing such a registry, as has been decided in other

jurisdictions. The cost to build, maintain, and update such a registry are likely

prohibitive considering the limited value to the public of such a registry. Additionally,

the Commission believes in being vigilant against threats to national security, in

protecting critical infrastructure, and in avoiding cybersecurity vulnerabilities. Such a

registry could pose a threat in all three areas.

Moreover, PECO’s reference to FCC policy that requires many utilities to keep

up-to-date maps that can be made available on a confidential basis to attaching entities

also undermines the need for a comprehensive registry. Finally, the scarce resources

devoted to designing, implementing, and updating a Pennsylvania-specific database for

all poles in the Commonwealth are better allocated to investment in broadband

infrastructure, including the attachments that will be needed to expand broadband.

Standardized Agreements and Tariffs

State-wide standardized agreements and tariffs were largely rejected as

commentators prefer to negotiate or to use their own standardized agreements and enjoy

the flexibility of agreements specific to the owner and attaching party.’23

While acknowledging that the Commission may wish to standardize formulae and

terms for pole attachment agreements in the future, CBPA does not believe this should be

a priority as the Commission asserts jurisdiction over attachments.’24 Crown Castle

noted that standardized agreement terms that comport with the FCC’s rules may be useful

123 First Energy at 13; PPL at 6.
124 CBPA at 6; see also DLC at 6 and NetSpeed at 4.
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in creating efficiencies and could reduce conflict and delay; however, Crown Castle does

not support a tariff approach to attachments.125

CentutyLink argues that pole attachment agreements should be negotiated and that

the Commission should only become involved if negotiations fail between parties.126

Similarly, PECO has a standardized agreement that attaching entities negotiate by adding

changes and believes its system does not require change)27 CTIA believes that requiring

tariffs or standardized agreements is an extra layer of process that may cause conflict

with the FCC’s requirements and that is unnecessary)28 Verizon notes that the FCC does

not require pole owners to maintain standardized agreements or tariffs and sees no need

for a state-specific requirement in Pennsylvania.129

MAW supports such agreements and believes a working group could be

empowered to generate a state-wide standardized pole attachment agreement that meets

the needs of pole owners and attachers while enabling safe but expedited broadband

deployment.’30

Disposition: Standardized Agreements and Tariffs

Based on the varied comments that the Commission received regarding

standardized agreements, the Commission is not persuaded to pursue this matter. The

Commission agrees with the CBPA, DLC and NetSpeed that such agreements need not

be prioritized presently. The Commission will allow our final-form regulations to

become effective and may choose to revisit standardized agreements at a time in the

future if it becomes evident that these might create efficiencies or lessen the number of

25 Crown Castle at 10.
126 Centu,yLink at 6.
127 PECO at 15.
128 CTIA at 8.
129 Verizon at 17.
‘° MAW at 2.
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disputes between pole owners and attachers. This would be a good topic for the Working

Group to consider, including the development of a “best practices” model agreement for

use as well.

Potential Lack of Consensus Between Parties about Pole Attachment Agreements

The CBPA believes that consensus may not be possible considering the varied

positions of pole owners, existing and potential attachers and service providers, and the

public. The CBPA comments that attempts to find such common ground would delay

broadband development to the detriment of consumers and attachers.’3’ CenturyLink

contends that, by adopting the proposed regulation at Section 77.5(c), the Commission’s

rules are broad and flexible to handle regulatory changes made by the FCC or courts.’32

CTIA contends that it is most efficient to resolve differences under a single set of rules,

the FCC’s rules rather than multiple regimes.133

PECO proposes a new section to Chapter 77 with respect to voluntarily negotiated

agreements, which is currently used in Arkansas:

Section 77.6. Voluntarily Negotiated Agreements.
Nothing in these Rules prevents ot limits the ability of a pole
owner and an attaching entity to enter into a voluntarily
negotiated written agreement regarding the rates, terms, and
conditions for pole attachment access. Voluntarily negotiated
agreements are preferred and encouraged by the Commission.
Nothing in these rules shall be interpreted to supersede or
modif5’ any lawthl rate, term, or condition of a voluntarily
negotiated written agreement.

According to PECO, this will protect existing and newly-negotiated agreements and will

preserve Commission resources)34

i3 CBPAat2—3.
132 CenturyLink at 3—4.

• ‘33CTIA at 3.
‘ PECO at 4—5.
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Disposition: Lack of Consensus Between Parties about Pole Attachment Agreements

The Commission prefers and encourages parties to voluntarily negotiate and

develop reasonable pole attachment agreements. This policy goal leads the Commission

to adopt PECO’s proposed Section 77.6, Voluntarily Negotiated Agreements, which will

recognize the rates, terms, and conditions for poleattachment access upon which pole

owners and attaching entities mutually agree.

Effect of Broadband Deployment Advisory Committee (BDAC)

CBPA and Verizon state that the influence of the BDAC will only be felt based on

any rules or regulations that the FCC adopts that originate from that group. Attempts to

address what the BDAC’s deliberations may result in would be speculative)35

CenturyLink asserts that the FCC appears to have considered BDAC input in its 2018

Poles Order.136

Disposition: Effect of BDAC

As the Commission reviews FCC pole attachment rules, BDAC recommendations

will be incorporated to the extent adopted and made effective by the FCC.

Commission Ratemaking Requirements

CTIA does not believe the interplay between Commission ratemaking

requirements and the FCC’s pole attachment regulations will be problematic as the FCC’s

rate methodology for pole attachments has withstood judicial review.137 First Energy

notes that the expansion of broadband access may involve issues unique to

Pennsylvania’s geography, demographics, and the corporate structures of EDCs, ILECs,

CLECs and cable television companies (CATV).138 The PTA notes that if the

135 CEPA at 3.
136 CenturyLink at 3; see also CTIA at 4; PECO at 10.
‘‘ CTIA at 5.

First Energy at 11.
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Commission would want to assume jurisdiction over entities exempt from the PAA,

statutory changes would be required.139

Disposition: Commission Ratemaking Requirements

The Commission agrees with the PTA’s assessment that statutory changes by the

General Assembly would need to occur for the Commission to assert jurisdiction over

entities exempt from the PAA. Moreover, the rate formulas and procedures used to

derive rates under FCC rules have been established and govern rates to this date. We see

no reason to deviate from FCC-based rates or ratemaking procedures.

Interaction Between Future Pennsylvania Statutes Addressing Pole Attachments

and the Incorporated FCC Framework

• First Energy responds that the Commission should acknowledge that EDCs may

adopt construction standards above the minimum safety standards issued by NESC or

OSHA and that restoring electric services due to storms or other outages must be

prioritized over the speed of broadband deployment.149 PECO mentions House Bill

No. 2564, which would apply only to decisions by municipalities over wireless carrier

access to municipal rights-of-way and municipal role, but contends that FCC pole

attachment regulations apply only to poles owned or controlled by EDCs and ILECs,

meaning the Bill would have no effect on the regulations adopted by the Commission.’4’

Disposition: Interaction Between Future Pennsylvania Statutes Addressing Pole
Attachments and the Incorporated FCC Framework

The Commission agrees that restoration of electric service due to storms or other

outages should be prioritized over the speed of broadband deployment but finds that

PTA at 5.
140 First Energy at 10.
‘‘ PECO at 10. .
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EDCs must exist within the federal framework, now adopted as the state’s regime, to

allow construction and pole attachments.

Forecasting Disputes and Additional Caseload and Demands

Questions were raised regarding the impact of our pole attachment NPRM on

Commission resources, the potential cost to the Commission of this undertaking, and

potential new revenue sources, and they were directed to be explored and answered in

this process.142 Parties were largely unable to forecast the number of disputes expected or

the additional caseload and resources the Commission would need to expend to assert

jurisdiction over pole attachments.

CBPA offers, anecdotally, that the time and cost of litigating disputes before the

FCC may be depressing the number of actual disputes that exist regarding pole

attachments. Still, CBPA expresses that any cost to the Commission is appropriate given

the shared goal of expanding broadband across Pennsylvania. CBPA also suggests that it

would be appropriate to impose a modest fee upon complainants.’43

CentuiyLink states that pole owners and attachers often try to address disputes on

a business-to-business basis, which should limit the escalation of disputes.’34 Crown

Castle is concerned about the Commission’s ability to handle the increased workload to

resolve disputes.’45

CTJA alleges that it has no data that would allow it to provide a fact-based

response; any attempt at quantification would be speculation.’46 CIJA notes that the

Commission’s jurisdiction may not extend to many attachers in Pennsylvania, limiting

142 See July 12, 2018 Statement of Vice Chairman, then Commissioner, David W. Sweet.
‘43 CBPA at 5.
‘“CentutyLink at 5.
145 Crown Castle at 6.
146 CTIA at 6.
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the Commission’s ability to raise additional revenue and placing such attachers in a

similar category to customers filing a formal complaint at the Commission. According to

CTIA, neither the Public Utility CQde nor federal law, rule or regulation, including the

FCC’s pole attachment regulations, appear to authorize such an assessment, meaning that

the Commission would be limited to raising additional revenue from entities subject to its

jurisdiction.’47 MAW proposes that pole owners and attachers, which both have

responsibility to customers to resolve disputes, share equally the expenses associated with

the Commission undertaking this jurisdiction.’48

DQE Communications states that it would avail itself of the Commission’s process

to adjudicate disputes but is unable to estimate how often it might pursue this course.

DQE Communications also opines that disputes may be resolved more amicably now that

both parties to an issue know that the Commission’s process is readily available.’49 First

Energy shares that their affiliates’ experiences in other states do not predict a prohibitive

expansion of formal complaints.’50

MAW cannot estimate the number of disputes the Commission might expect, but

opines that standardized attachment agreements would lessen the overall number of

disputes.’5’ PECO states that it cannot predict the future and has not had disputes with

attachers in recent memory; the company hopes that the Commission’s assumption of

jurisdiction would not encourage. attaching entities to be more aggressive and claims that

its proposal to protect existing and newly-negotiated agreements is intended to combat

any such aggression.’52 The PTA also expresses the difficulty in attempting to forecast

how many disputes may come to the Commission or the potential increased burden on

147 CTIA at 9.
‘‘ MA W at 4.

DQE Communications at 4.
‘° First Energy at 11.
SI MAWat4.

152 PECO at 13.
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Commission personnel.153 Verizon is unable to forecast the caseload the Commission

might expect, notes two open pole attachment complaint proceedings at the FCC that

both involve Pennsylvania utilities, and states that it has no open FCC pole attachment

complaints)54

Verizon suggests that the Commission consider excluding pending FCC

proceedings from reverse preemption to prevent delay or additional expense. Verizon

at 14. However, federal law requires the FCC to forward to the Commission any pending

case affeeted by our assertion ofjurisdiction over pole attachments, to notifv the parties

involved, and to give public notice thereof.’55 The Commission cannot rnodify this rule

as it relates to actions taken by the FCC. Regarding cases transferred to the Commission

by the FCC, the Commission will take final action within 180 days unless good cause is

shown. If such cause is shown, the Commission will issue a final order no later than 270

days from the transfer.

Disposition: Forecasting Disputes and Additional Caseload and Demands

Based on the comments received to this rulemaking, forecasting the number of

disputes that may come to the Commission or the additional caseload and resources

needed, will not be predictable until the Commission’s regulations are in force. Still.

stakeholders agree that the Commission’s assertion ofjurisdiction outweighs the costs

and trust the expertise at the Commission to adjudicate disputes.

Unauthorized Attachments

CBPA simply states that the Commission will have to consider whether additional,

specific procedures are necessary to address unauthorized attachments.’56 CenturyLink

comments that it would support an expedited process similar to New York’s to address

‘ PTA at3.
154 Verizon at 14.
15547 CFR § 1.1405(d).
156 CBPA at 5.
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unauthorized attachments and shares that the Commission could use its existing

adjudicatory process.to address liability or to impose fines.157 CTIA shares that its

preferred method for addressing unauthorized attachments is through contracts it

enters. ‘ DLC can envision a situation whereby unauthorized attachments could be

brought before the Commission via formal complaint, enabling parties to obtain tithely

relief’59 First Energy submits that the FCC provides a bifurcated avenue (i.e., liability

and damages) for unauthorized attachments, but that the Commission could uphold

suspension of new attachments as a penalty for nonpayment of unauthorized attachment

fees, make-ready construction costs, and annual rental payments)6°

In correlation with its recommendation that a comprehensive registry be developed

with a mandatory three-year update policy, MAW believes that a fee totaling no more

than three times the annual pole. attachment rate is sufficient. MAW notes that, in its

experience, removals largely affect subscribers of removed networks and, therefore, does

not believe that removing unauthorized attachments should be permissible. A pole owner

should be enabled to bring unauthorized attachments into compliance with the attacher

being held financially responsible and receiving a standardized fine per attachment.’6’

PECO proposes a flat fee of S200 per unauthorized wireline attachment and a

significantly more severe penalty of $2,500 per unauthorized wireless attachment. PECO

believes that unauthorized wireless attachments will become much more commonplace

with the rollout of wireless 5G antennas on utility poles, which will be installed on top of

electric utility poles in the electric space. PECO contends that a meaningful deterrent is

‘“CenturyLink at 5.
CTIA at 6. .

‘ DLC at 7.
° First Energy at 11—12.
‘6’MAWat3.
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required due to such attachments being potentially life-threatening and hazardous to the

electric system. 162

The PTA advises that no additional mechanisms are necessary at this juncture

because the FCC provides a means for pole owners to address unauthorized attachments.

Once the Commission asserts jurisdiction, if a proven need arises for enforcement action

around unauthorized attachments, the PTA states that Commission action could benefit

pole owners.’63 PPL agrees that no additional enforcement mechanism is currently

necessary and states that pole owners are currently required to enforce the terms of their

pole attachment agreements, which prohibit unauthorized attachments.164 Verizon agrees

that no action is needed.165

Disposition: Unauthorized Attachments

The Commission believes that, as we adopt these regulations in the first instance,

the handling of unauthorized attachments will be addressed privately through contracts

entered by pole owners and attachers and, where needed, by the adjudication of

unauthorized attachment disputes filed with the Commission based upon the existing

FCC rules. We note that the Commission typically does not favor telecommunications

public utilities engaging in “self-help” to resolve disputes. As disputes come before us,

the Commission recognizes that an updated approach to unauthorized attachments may

become necessary, particularly as FCC orders promulgate or interpret pole attachment

rules.

162 PECO at 14. PECO references the April2011 Order which permits an unauthorized attachment fee of

five times the current annual rental fee per pole if the pole occupant does not have a permit and the

violation is self-reported or discovered through ajoint inspection, with an additional sanction ofSlOO per

pole if the violation is found by the pole owner in an inspection in which the pole occupant declines to

participate. PECO at 13—14.
163 PTA at 3.
164 PPL at 4.
165 Verizon at 16.
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NY PSC Expedited Dispute Resolution

CTIA has no experience with the New York process because the New York PSC

has not promulgated rules giving wireless carriers the right to attach to utility poles.’66

First Energy has no experience with the New York procedures.167,.

MAW, NetSpeed and the PTA support an expedited resolution process similar to

the NY P SC’s 2004 Order.168 The PTA asserts that New York’s expedited process may

be beneficial in allowing its members to meet deadlines and provide certainty to alert

customers when broadband services may be available.169

PECO contends no changes are necessary.’7° Verizon agrees, adding that it is not

necessary to look at other states’ processes because the Commission’s own rules provide

sufficient flexibility.’7’

Disposition: NY PSC Expedited Dispute Resolution

As shared above, while the Commission doesnot presently adopt a form of

expedited dispute resolution, we are aware of the support for a process that resembles

New York’s. This is an avenue the Commission may explore at a later time.

Nevertheless, we note that parties to a pole attachment dispute will have access to the

Commission’s mediation process outlined at 52 Pa. Code § 69.39 1—69.396.

IRRC’S REMAINING COMMENTS

IRRC reminds the Commission that a quantification of the potential fiscal impact

of a proposed rulemaking is required and requests that the RAF attached to the final-form

166 CTIA at 7:
67 First Energy at 12.
68 MAW at 3; NetSpeed at 3.

PTA at 3.
‘° PECO at 14.
171 Verizon at 16.
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rulemaking identify the number of pole attachment adjudications it expects, the costs

associated with adjudication for both parties to a dispute, and the costs to adjudicate a

dispute for the Commission. IRRC seeks additional information related to how this

rulemaking compares to other states that have exercised reverse preemption under TA96.

Finally, IRRC asks the Commission to identify the type and number of small businesses

that will be affected in the RAF.

The Commission will attempt to satisfy IRRC’s request to quantify the fiscal

impact of asserting jurisdiction over pole attachment and the number of adjudications the

Commission expects, but believes this will be difficult to answer with accuracy until the

regulation is finalized and the Commission begins making formal complaint proceedings

and mediation available to the regulated community. Moreover, the Commission notes

that parties such as DQE Communications urged the Commission to act, in part, because

the costs to litigate and secure resolution to a conflict at the FCC required DC-based local

counsel with results that were often outdated. This process was apparently devoid of the

mediation option this Commission provides here, involved considerable expense for

outdated results from counsel which, as has been noted, can be daunting. The parties

who supported the assertion ofjurisdiction based on this cost-benefit analysis, however,

failed to submit any detailed cost information in the record sufficient to quantif’ the

anticipated savings. The Commission will respond more filly to how other states have

exercised reverse preemption under TA96 as well as how its rulemaking will affect small

businesses when it submits its RAF.

CONCLUSION

This order sets forth final-form regulations regarding the Commission claiming

jurisdiction over pole attachments from the FCC pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 224. This order

addresses physical infrastructure relied upon to deliver broadband services to end-user

customers across the Commonwealth. Our decision allows the Commission to lend its
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expertise and adjudicatory’ resources, as well as provides a local forum, for disputes

between pole owners and attaching entities to be resolved.

The Commission will implement the FCC’s regulations in turn-key fashion as they

are in effect on the date this regulation is adopted. We assert jurisdiction over all utilities

and facilities regulated by the Pennylvania Public Utility Code but will not infringe on

express federal exemptions regarding which entities come under our pole attachment

regulations. Our final-form regulations include a mechanism to provide for the automatic

adoption of future changes to the FCC’s pole attachment complaint procedure regulations

at 47 CFR Chapter I, Subchapter A, Part 1, Subpart J.

The Commission, through the Law Bureau, which will coordinate with the Bureau

of Technical Utility Services and the Office of Special Assistants, will create a Working

Group to monitor, discuss, and advise the Commission on pole attachment issues both

locally and federally. This Working Group will be comprised of public utilities, interest

groups, and other stakeholders, including those entities exempt from the Commission’s

regulation. This Working Group will be created no later than 30 days from the effective

date of this FRM.

The Commission will permit parties to pole attachment disputes to avail

themselves of our formal complaint and mediation processes, as well as the abbreviated

dispute resolution process. The Commission’s procedural rules and related precedent

will generally be followed with the FCC rules controlling only if the Commission’s rules

are silent.

Accordingly, under sections 313, 314, 501, 701, 1301, and 1501 ofthe Public

Utility Code (66 Pa. C.S. § 313, 314, 501, 701, 1301, and 1501’); sections 201 and 202
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ofthe act of July 31, 1968 (P. L. 769 No. 240) (45 P. S. § 1201 and 1202) and the

regulations promulgated thereunder at I Pa. Code § 7.1, 7.2 and 7.5; section 204(b) of

the Commonwealth Attorneys Act (71 P. S. § 732.204(b)); section 745.5 of the

Regulatory Review Act (71 P. S. § 745.5); and section 612 of The Administrative Code

of 1929 (71 P. S. § 232), and the regulations promulgated thereunder at 4 Pa. Code

§ 7.23 1—7.234, we seek to finalize the regulations set forth in Annex A, attached

hereto; THEREFORE,

IT IS ORDERED:

1. That the Commission hereby adopts the revised final regulations set forth in

Annex A.

2. •That the Law Bureau shall submit this Order and Annex A for review by

the Legislative Standing Committees, and for review and approval by the Independent

Regulatory Review Commission.

3. That the Law Bureau shall submit this Order and Annex A to the Office of

Attorney General for review as to form and legality and to the Governor’s Budget Office

for review of fiscal impact.

4. That the Law Bureau shall deposit this Order and Annex A with the

Legislative Reference Bureau to be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

5. That the final regulations embodied in Annex A shall become effective

upon publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
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6. That the Law Bureau, in coordination with the Bureau of Technical Utility

Services and the Office of Special Assistants, shall establish a stakeholder working group

within 30 days of the effective date of Chapter 77.

7. That active cases transferred from the FCC pursuant to 47 CFR § 1.1405(d)

will be decided by the Commission within the time prescribed by Chapter 77; the time of

filing of the complaint will be measured from the date of receipt of the transfer by the

Public Utility Commission.

8. That the Law Bureau shall annually report its findings regarding issues

developed in the stakeholder working group along with any recommended Commission

action as appropriate.

9. That the Secretary shall serve a copy of this Order and Annex A upon all

jurisdictional fixed utility service providers, the Pennsylvania Telephone Association, the

Broadband Cable Association of Pennsylvania, the Energy Association of Pennsylvania,

The Pennsylvania Wireless Association, all jurisdictional Competitive Access Providers,

the Office of Consumer Advocate, the Office of Small Business Advocate, the

Commission’s Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, and all other parties that filed

comments at Docket No. L-2018-3002672, Assumption of Commission Jurisdiction Over

Pole Attachments from the Federal Communications Commission

10. That a copy of this Order and Annex A shall be posted on the

Commission’s website at the Electricity and Telecommunications web pages.
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11. That the contact persons for this Final Rulemaking are Cohn W. Scott,

Assistant Counsel, (717) 787-5959 and Shaun A. Sparks, Deputy’ Chief Counsel,

(717) 787-5000. Alternate formats of this document are available to persons with

disabilities and may be obtained by contacting Laura Griffin, Regulatory Review

Assistant, Law Bureau, (717) 772-4597.

(SEAL)

BY THE COMMISSION

ORDER ADOPTED: August 29, 2019

ORDER ENTERED: September 3, 2019

Secretary
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ANNEX A

TITLE 52. PUBLIC UTILITIES

PART 1. PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Subpart C. FIXED SERVICE UTILITIES

CHAPTER 77: POLE ATTACHMENTS

77.1. Statement of purpose and preemption.

This Chapter exercises reverse prccmpfion REVERSE PREflvWTIONofthe
jurisdiction of the Federal Communications Commission over pole attachments under
SECTION 224(C) OF THE POLE ATTACHMENTS ACT (47 U.S.C. S 224(c)) to
improve the ability of persons and entities to utilize pole attachments within the THIS
Commonwealth and subject to regulation under 47 U.S.C. 224 and the regulations
promulgated thereunder at 47 CFR 1.1401 1.1125 CHAPTER I, SUBCHAPTER A,
PART 1, SUBPART J (relating to nole attachment complaint procedures).

77.2. Applicability.

(A) This Chapter applies to all persons, entities, UTILITY poles, ducts, conduits and
rights-of-way UNDER THIS COMMISSION’S JURISDICTION AND subject to 47
U.S.C. 224 and 47 CFa 1.1101 1.1125 CHAPTER I, SUBCHAPTER A, PART 1,
SUBPART J (RELATING TO POLE ATTACHMENT COMPLAINT PROCEDURES)
as those regulations may be amended, BUT EXCLUDING ANY PERSON OR ENTITY
EXPRESSLY EXEMPTED BY47 U.S.C. § 224(A)(1) AND 47 CFR 1.1402(A)
(RELATING TO DEFINITIONS).

(B) FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS CHAPTER, THE COMMISSION WILL APPLY
THE DEFINITION OF “POLE ATTACHMENTS” AS CODIFIED IN SECTION
224(A)(4) OF THE POLE ATTACHMENTS ACT (47 U.S.C. § 224(A)(4)), THE
DEFINITION OF “UTILITY” AS CODIFIED IN 47 U.S.C. § 224(A)(1). AND THE
DEFINiTION OF “TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER” AS CODIFIED IN 47 CFR
1.1402(H).

77.3. Commission oversight.

(a) This Chapter establishes the Commission’s regulaton’ authority over the rates, terms
and conditions of access to and use of UTILITY poles, ducts, conduits and H&ils-of-way
to the full extent OF THIS COMMISSION’S JURISDICTION AND AUTHORITY
AND AS provided for in 47 U.S.C. 224 for pole attachments BUT EXCLUDING ANY



PERSON OR ENTITY EXPRESSLY EXEMPTED BY 47 U.S.C. § 224(A)(1) AND 47

CFR 1.1402(A) (RELATING TO DEFINITIONS) as of 60 days after the effective date

of this chapter.

(b) The Commission has the authority to consider, and will consider, the interests of the

subscribers of the services offered by means of pole attachments, as well as the interests

of the consumers of the utility services.

77.4. Adoption of Federal Communications Commission regulations.

(A) This Chapter adopts the rates, terms and conditions of acéess to and use of

UTILITY poles, ducts. conduits and rights-of-way to the full extent provided for in 47

U.S.C. 224 and 47 CFR 1.1401 1.1125 CHAPTER I, SUBCHAPTER A, PART 1,

SUBPART J (RELATING TO POLE ATTACHIV1ENT COMPLAINT PROCEDURES):

inclusive of future changes as those regulations may be amended.

(B) FOR AN AMENDMENT OR MODIFICATION UNDER PARAGRAPH (A)

THAT TAKES EFFECT IN PENNSYLVANIA BY OPERATION OF LAW UNDER

PARAGRAPH (C) OR (F), THE COMMISSION WILL PUBLISH NOTICE OF THE

EFFECTIVE DATE IN PENNSYLVANIA IN THE PENNSYLVANIA BULLETIN.

(C) NOTWITHSTANDING PARAGRAPH (B), AN AMENDMENT OR

MODIFICATION UNDER PARAGRAPH (A) SHALL TAKE EFFECT 60 DAYS

AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE FEDERAL CHANGE UNLESS THE

COMMISSION PUBLISHES A NOTICE IN THE PENNSYLVANIA BULLETIN

STATING THAT THE AMENDMENT OR MODIFICATION MAY NOT TAKE

EFFECT.

(D) A COPvIIvIISSION NOTICE ISSUED UNDER PARAGRAPH (C) WILL

PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE FEDERAL

CHANGE. COMMENTS MAY BE FILED WITH THE COMMISSION NO LATER

THAN 15 DAYS FOLLOWING PUBLICATION OF THE COMMISSION NOTICE IN

THE PENNSYLVANIA BULLETIN..

(E) AN AMENDMENT OR MODIFICATION UNDER PARAGRAPH (A) THAT IS

THE SUBJECT OF A COMMISSION NOTICE PURSUANT TO PARAGRAPH (C)

SHALL BECOME EFFECTIVE 60 DAYS AFTER PUBLICATION OF THE NOTICE

IN THE PENNSYLVANIA BULLETIN UNLESS THE COMIv11SSION DETERMINES

OTHERWISE FOR GOOD CAUSE SHOWN.

77.5. Resolution of disputes.
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(a) Persons and entities subiect to this Chapter may utilize the mediation, formal
complaint and adjudicative procedures under 52 Pa. Code Chapters 1. 3 and 5 (relating to
rules of administrative practice and procedure: special provisions: and formal

proceedings) of the Commission’s regulations to resolve disputes or terminate
controversies.

(b) Parties before the Commission under 17 U.S.C. 221 or 17 CFR 1.1101 1.1125

THIS CHAPTER shall employ the procedural requirements thereiti IN 52 PA. CODE

CHAPTERS 1,3 AND 5, TITLE 66 PA.C.S. (RELATING TO THE PUBLIC UTILITY

CODE), AND RELATED COMMISSION PRECEDENT except where silent or in cases

of conflict where 52 Pa. Code Chapters 1. 3 d 5, IN WHICH CASE 47 U.S.C. § 224
OR 47 CFR CHAPTER I, SUBCHAPTER A, PART 1. SUBPART J will control.

(c) When exercising authority under this Chapter the Commission will consider Federal

Communications Commission orders promulgating and interpreting Federal pole
attachment rules and Federal court decisions reviewing those rules and interpretations as
persuasive authority in construing the provisions of 47 U.S.C. 224 and 47 CFR 1.110 1

1.1125 CHAPTER I, SUBCHAPTER A, PART 1, SUBPART J.

(D) THE COMMISSION WILL TAKE FINAL ACTION CONSISTING OF AN
ORDER THAT WILL ISSUE WITHIN 180 DAYS OF THE FILING OF A FORMAL
COMPLAINT INITIATING A POLE ATTACHMENT DISPUTE AS REQUIRED BY
47 U.S.C. § 224(C)(3)(B)(i) EXCEPT FOR GOOD CAUSE SHOWN. IF THE
COMMISSION DETERMINES THAT A FINAL ACTION WILL NOT ISSUE
WITHIN 180 DAYS, THE COIvRvIISSION WILL ISSUE A FINAL ACTION

CONSISTING OF AN ORDER NO LATER THAN 270 DAYS FROM THE FILING
OF THE FORMAL COMPLAINT AS PERMITTED BY 47 U.S.C. § 224(C)(3)(B)(ii).

77.6. VOLUNTARILY NEGOTIATED AGREEMENTS.

(A) THIS CHAPTER DOES NOT PREVENT OR LIMIT THE ABILITY OF A POLE.
OWNER AND AN ATTACHING ENTITY TO ENTER INTO A VOLUNTARILY

NEGOTIATED WRITTEN AGREEMENT REGARDING THE RATES, TERMS AND
CONDITIONS FOR POLE ATTACHMENT ACCESS.

(B) VOLUNTARILY NEGOTIATED AGREEMENTS ARE PREFERRED AND
ENCOURAGED BY THE COMMISSION.

(C) THIS CHAPTER DOES NOT SUPERSEDE OR MODIFY ANY LAWFUL

RATE, TERM OR CONDITION OF A VOLUNTARILY NEGOTIATED WRITTEN
AGREEMENT.
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77.7. WORKING GROUP.

(A) PURPOSE. THE COMMISSION WILL ESTABLISH A POLE ATTACHMENT

WORKING GROUP TO ENSURE THAT THE COMMISSION REMAINS APPRISED

OF INDUSTRY CONCERNS, THAT FEDERAL AMENDMENTS ARE PROPERLY

VEflED BEFORE BECOMING EFFECTIVE IN THIS COMMONWEALTH AND

THAT DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES ARE EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE.

(B) CREATION OF WORKING GROUP. THE COMMISSION’S LAW BUREAU

WILL ESTABLISH THE WORKING GROUP, IN COORDINATION WITH THE

COMMISSION’S BUREAU OF TECHNICAL UTILITY SERVICES AND THE

OFFICE OF SPECIAL ASSISTANTS. NO LATER THAN 30 DAYS FROM THE

EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS CHAPTER.

(C) MEMBERSHIP. THE COMMISSION WILL INVITE PERSONS AND ENTITIES

TI-IAT IT DETERMINES TO BE N THE PUBLIC INTEREST TO PARTICIPATE IN

THE WORKING GROUP INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
FOLLOWING:

(1) COMMISSION STAFF FROM THE LAW BUREAU, TECHNICAL UTILITY

SERVICES, AND ThE OFFICE OF SPECIAL ASSISTANTS.

(2) POLE OWNERS.

(3) POLE ATTACHERS.

(4) THE STATUTORY ADVOCATES.

(5) INTEREST GROUPS, INCLUDING THE PENNSYLVANIA TELEPHONE

ASSOCIATION, THE BROADBAND CABLE ASSOCIATION OF PENNSYLVANIA,

AND THE PENNSYLVANL& OFFICE OF BROADBAND INITIATIVES OR THEIR

RESPECTIVE SUCCESSOR PERSONS OR ENTITIES.

(D) MEETING FREQUENCY. THE WORKING GROUP SHALL CONVENE AT

LEAST ONCE ANNUALLY BUT MAY CONVENE AT OTHER TIMES, AS THE

WORKING GROUP DEEMS NECESSARY OR AT THE DIRECTION OF THE

COMMISSION.

(E) DUTIES. THE WORKING GROUP SHALL:

(1) MONITOR AND ADVISE THE COMMISSION ON FEDERAL AND STATE

POLE ATTACHMENT ISSUES, INCLUDING ADVISING THE COMMISSION ON
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WHETHER TO ADOPT ANY FUTURE CHANGE TO THE FCC’ S POLE
ATTACHMENT RULES.

(2) PROVIDE AN ONGOING FORUM FOR STAKEHOLDERS, POLE OWNERS
AND POLE ATTACHERS TO DISCUSS ISSUES AND IDEAS REGARDING
EFFECTIVE POLE ATFACWVIENT REGULATIONS.

(3) EVALUATE THE EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY OF COMMISSION
COMPLAINT, MEDIATION AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES.

(F)REPOR TING. THE LAW BUREAU WILL ANNUALLY REPORT ITS
FINDINGS ON ISSUES DEVELOPED IN THE POLE ATTACHMENT WORKING
GROUP ALONG WITH ANY RECOMMENDED COMMISSION ACTION AS
APPROPRIATE.

)





PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Assumption of PA PUC Jurisdiction Public Meeting of August 29, 2019

Over Pole Attachments from the Federal 3002672-LA\V

Communications Commission (FCC) Docket No. L-201 8-3002672

STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN GLADYS BROWN DUTRIEQLLE

I support asserting Commission jurisdiction over pole attachment disputes when

doing so is consistent with federal law. With today’s action, this Commission gains the

authority to resolve disputes about pole attachments, meaning that our utilities and

telecommunication providers will not have to resolve their disputes at the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC). I believe that our Commission can streamline the

dispute resolution process. Having an accessible and efficient dispute resolution process

in place is important because pole attachment disputes have long been considered a major

barrier to broadband deployment.’

Today’s action also allows non-jurisdictional entities without a Pennsylvania

certificate of public convenience to have disputes decided by the Commission. In the

absence of a cost recovery mechanism to cover thtCommission’ s administrative costs

incurred during the dispute resolution process, other jurisdictional entities will likely pay

more. The Public Utility Commission funds operations by assessing our regulated

utilities or, in the case of non-regulated entities such as competitive service providers,

charging fees to cover at least a portion of our administrative costs.2

The ensuing cost-shifting is also disturbing given that current federal rules allow a

S295 fee for pole attachment disputes. The Parties addressed this issue on the record, in

fact, the Central Bradford Authority even proposed a larger S500 fee.3 It is anomalous

and inconsistent to not address costs in a final decision that claims to adopt all federal

regulations on the one hand yet, on the other hand, does not consider the application fee

already allowed by the FCC rules.

See e.g., In re: National Broadband Plan, Docket No. 09-51 (March 16, 2010) and, more recently, In re:

Accelerating Wireline Broadband Deploymen: by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure Investment, WC Docket No.

17-84 (August 3, 201 8); In re: Accelerating Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to

Infrastructure Invesanem, WI’ Docket No. 17-79 (August 3,2018).
266 Pa. Cs. 317 and 510(b).

See, Comments of BCAP atp. 4 (October 29, 2018) (stating that the Commission, if it does act, should adopt

the FCC rules wholesale); and Comments of Central Bradford Progress Authority and Rural Net at p. 5

(October 29, 2019) (While the exact cost to the Commission is unknown, ft would be appropriate to impose a

modest fee upon complainants. For examp’e, a flat filing fee (say, S500.00), plus an additional fee for each

implicated pole for which a pole ttachment dispute exists (e.g. 51.00 per pole), may be approoriate.).



I support mirroring the $295 enforcement pole attachment fee currently in the FCC
rules.4 Costs incurred by this Commission for providing the public good of a forum for
dispute resolution should be paid by all participating entities. Because we are not certain
how many entities will utilize our dispute resolution process or how complex the issues
will be, setting the fee at the current federal level until we have better data would be a
reasonable way to address concerns expressed in the comments. Ii would be more
efficient to tackle the cost issue today instead of putting it off to a later date It will have
to be addressed at some point in the thture since the Commission is constrained to fund
its operations and must do so in an equitable manner.

For these reasons. I wish to be recorded as voting no on the failure to address a
pole attachment fee but yes on the final regulation.

August 29. 2019
Date Gladys Brown Dutrieuille, Chairman

47 CFR § 1.1106 - Schedule of charges for a pole attachment complaint The pole attachment complaint fee was

increased from 5250 to $295 by notice dated August 3,2018 and effective September4, 2018. See 33 FR 38049.



PENNSYLVAMA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Assumption of Commission Jurisdiction Public Meeting August 29, 2019
Over Pole Attachments from the Federal 3002672-LAW
Communications Commission Docket No. L-2018-3002672

STATEMENT OF COMIVIISSIONER NORMAN I KENNARD

Before the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commission) for consideration and
disposition is the Final Rulemaking Order which asserts Commission jurisdiction over pole
attachments and adopts the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) regulations over pole
attachments in totality.

The Commission’s action today marks a pivotal step in promoting broadband deployment
throughout the Commonwealth. Asserting Commission jurisdiction over pole attachments will
make our adjudicatory and enforcement processes available to expeditiously resolve disputes that
arise for both pole owners and pole attachers. Just and timely resolution of these pole
attachments disputes before the Commission will facilitate the installation of broadband for all
the residents of the Commonwealth. -

The comments received in this matter underscore and accentuate the need for Commission
jurisdiction over these pole attachment disputes. It is clear that the current system of FCC
oversight of these disputes is inadequate because there is no ready or efficient means to enforce
pole attachment rules. Providing a local dispute forum at the Commission will allow for prompt
resolution of these matters and result in broadband expansion for of our residents, schools, and
hospitals, particularly those located in more rural and remote portions of the Commonwealth.

I thanlc all of parties who participated in the rulemaking process by providing meaningful
comments in this mailer. I also commend the Commission’s Law Bureau, specifically Shaun
Sparks, Colin Scott, Christian McDewell, and Laura Griffin, for creating an exemplary work
product. Finally, I thank all of the industry stakeholders, legislative leaders, and the Governor’s
Office for their continued commitment to initiatives dedicated to the expansion of broadband
access across the Commonwealth.

Date: August 29, 2019

_______________________________

S. KENNARD
COMMISSIONER





PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17105-3265

Assumption of Commission Jurisdiction PUBLIC MEETING: August 29, 2019
Over Pole Attachments from the Federal 3002672-LAW
Communications Commission

Docket No. L-2018-3002672

STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ANDREW G. PLACE
CONCURRING IN PART AND DISSENTING IN PART

Before us is a recommendation for the adoption of a Final Rulemaking Order and final form
regu]ations that will enable this Commission to assert jurisdiction over pole attachment matters in
Pennsylvania through the adoption of germane Federal Communications Commission (FCC) rules. I
am cognizant that the assertion of this jurisdiction will entail the, timely accomplishment of new tasks
to enforce this federal regulatory regime, however this a$sertion of jurisdiction will also provide an
available adjudication forum for the timely resolution of pole attachment disputes. The resolution of
such disputes through the enforcement of applicable federal rules and the use of the Commission’s
administrative adjudication procedures will facilitate the continuous deployment of wireline and
wireless telecommunications and communications network facilities throughout the Commonwealth,
thus increasing the availability of broadband access services for the citizens of Pennsylvania,
Applicable statutes make such a deployment a joint responsibility between this Commission and the
FCC.1 For these reasons, I am supporting the assumption of this Commission’s jurisdiction over pole
attachments.

It is self-evident that the adjudications of pole attachment issues and complaints are inherently
complex.2 The recommended adoption of the FCC rules provides a basic framework for asserting
Commission jurisdiction. However, there is a pending federal appeal involving the FCC’s 2018 rules
on one-touch make-ready activities regarding poJe attachments which engenders a certain degree of
uncertainty.3 The adoption of the present Final Rulemaking Order and final form regulations cannot
possibly account for all future contingencies involving the Commission’s enforcement of the FCC’s
pole attachment rules and related dispute resolution or adjudication. For these various reasons, I would
have preferred a constructive dialogue engagement between our Staff and interested stakeholders after
the receipt of the formal initial and reply comments to the Commission’s proposed rules and prior to
the submission of the recommendation that is before us today. It is my sincere hope that the function
of the contemplated Working Group will provide the future opportunity for this constructive dialogue
as the Commission proceeds with the assertion of its jurisdiction and the implementation of the final
form regulatioiis on pole attachments.

‘See, e.g., 66 Pa. CS. § 3011(1) (“...a balance between mandated deployment and market-driven deployment of
broadband facilities and advanced services throughout this Commonwealth ); 47 U.S.C. § 1302(a) (“The Commission
[FCC] and each State commission with regulatory jurisdiction over telecommunications services shall encourage the
deployment on a ftasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans
‘See, e.g., In re MAW Communications, Inc., Complainant v. PPL Electric Utilities Corporation, Defendant, EB Docket
No. 19-29, File No. EB-19-MD-0O1 (FCC Enforcement Bur., Rel. Aug. 12,2019), slip op. DA 19-77 1.

Broadband Cable Association of Pennsylvania (BCAP) Comments at 2-3 (citations omitted); ECAP Reply Cornmeats at
3-4 (citations omitted). See also Telecommunications Reports Daily, “FCC Defends Pole Attachment Order from Utilities’
Challenge,” August 23, 2019; Brief for Respondents, American Electric Power Service Corp., ci aL v. FCC, (9th Cir.) (Nos.
18-72689(L), 19-70490), submitted August 22,2019.
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I believe that the ffling of pre-existing pole attachment agreements with the Commission — or

the summaries of their respective essential terms, conditions, and rates — even on a protected and

proprietary basis could have assisted our agency in its future tasks of asserting jurisdiction in this aiea

and potentially discerning the existence of any discriminatory patterns.4 The filing of such pre-existing

pole attachment agreements could have taken place on a one-time basis.5 It is my hope that the

Working Group will more comprehensively examine this issue in the near future. I note that wholesale

interconnection agreements between incumbent local exchange carrier telephone companies and

competitive telecommunications carriers, as well as the amendments to such agreements, are often, and

publicly, submitted for this Commission’s review and approval.6

For the above-referenced reasons, I will be concurring in part and dissenting in part in the

recommended adoption of the Final Rulemaking Order and the final form regulations while supporting

the overall assertion of Commission jurisdiction over pole attachments and the adoption of the

corresponding FCC regulations.

Dated: Aust 29, 2019

_____________________________

Andrew G. Place
Commissioner

ExteNet Systems, Inc. Comments at 10 (Transparency and Equity).

51n Re: implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Docket No. M-00960799, Order entered June 3, 1996, at

36-40, and Ordering Paragraph No. S at 51 (TA-96 implementation Order) (submission and review of interconnection

agreements existing before the enactment of the federal Telecommunications Act of 1996).
647 U.S.C. § 252(e)(1); TA -96 implementation Orderat24-34, and OrderingParagraph No.4 atM.
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PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-3265

Assumption of Commission Public Meeting held August 29, 2019
Jurisdiction Over Pole Attachments 3002672-LAW
from the Federal Communications Docket No. L-2018-3002672
Commission

STATEMENT OF VICE CHAIRMAN DAVID W. SWEET

Thirteen months ago we opened a notice of proposed rulemaking to consider reverse
preemption ofjurisdiction over pole attachment disputes by adopting the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) substantive rules and using our procedural rules except where they are silent on
an issue. The objective was to make available our presumably more efficient, lower cost dispute
resolution process to facilitate broadband deployment.

I supported moving expeditiously because, where our jurisdiction allows, I have consistently
engaged in Commission initiatives to facilitate deployment, especially in rural areas lacking modem
speeds. However, I also made clear the need to address the impact of this undertaking on our
resources, which for telecommunication are already strained. I questioned “the additional caseload
and demands on this Commission’s resources” assuming federal jurisdiction may impose,
particularly “when the impact on our resources had not been quantified” and we had not “identified
new revenue.sources . . . that will provide this Commission the revenues necessary to address these
new responsibilities.” I concluded “[t]hese questions need to be filly explored and answered in this
process.”’

I am compelled to dissent from today’s action because these concerns are not addressed, and
the impact on our resources must be explored before we assume this substantial federal obligation
not after.

I. Fiscal Analysis

Our action today entirely avoids the firndamental issue of the fiscal impact on our own
agency.

In the regulatory analysis that accompanied our proposed rulemaking, we identified that
approximately 1,000 entities could avail themselves of our resources. Some of those entities are
public utilities under the Public Utility Code and, as such, contribute to the costs of operations
utilizing our resources through the Section 510 assessment process. However, some are subject only
to the regulatory jurisdiction of the FCC. These include Internet Service Providers, various wireless
entities, and cable television systems, many of which quahl5’ as telecommunications carriers under
relevant federal regulations and may avail themselves of the FCC’s existing process. These entities
will benefit from use of our resources but will not contribute to those resources. That burden will

12, 2019 Statement at this docket. Any suggestion that addressing this issue now raises it for the first time in a
final rulemaking ignores the fact that many issues not in our proposed regulations directly were raised in Commissioner
statements and subject to comments, like the impact on our resources and the working group.
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fall unevenly, and discriminatorily, only on providers, and their customers, defined as public

utilities under the Public Utility Code.

The regulatory analysis fonn also requested an estimate of the costs and/or savings to state

government associated with implementation of this regulation. We responded that “[r]ailroads,

cooperatives, federal entities, and entities owned by the state are not subject to pole attachment

regulation [thus those entities should] not experience any compliance costs.” Assumption of this

federal obligation most impacts this Commission, yet on this point our analysis and proposed final

regulations are silent.

There are other states that have reverse preempted pole attachment jurisdiction, but this

submission fails to analyze those commissions’ resources or means of funding. The New York

dispute process for pole attachments is mentioned, but not the fact that New York proceeded

cautiously, taking over 20 years to filly expand its process to include wireless carriers.2 And we

rely on our adoption of the federal Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration

regulations to support this proposal, but ignore the fact that annually the Commission receives

millions of dollars in federal finding from the U.S. Department of Transportation in exchange for

our assuming that obligation. We could and should do better.

II. Stakeholder Comments

Most commenting parties support use of the Commission’s local dispute resolution

resources as a more efficient, lower cost forum than the FCC. Despite four decades’ experience at

the FCC, however, few provided information about past experiences to aide in our review. While

this Commission regularly uses past experience to inform predictive judgment, these parties instead

profess their inability to predict the future.3

Some, however, did acknowledge that an even-handed approach to addressing this concern

now is both feasible and appropriate. MAW Communications recognizes that since “both the pole

owners and attachers have a responsibility to [their] customers to resolve disputes in a mutually

beneficial [manner] that ensures accelerated deployment of necessary infrastructure to service

Pennsylvanians[,] the expenses [should be] shared equally by both disputing parties,” allowing for a

normalized expense level to be determined annually by the Commission.4

Central Bradford Progress Authority states that it is “widely understood” that resolution of

pole attachment disputes at the FCC requires substantial time and money, thus the known level of

disputes may be depressed. Given the shared objective of expanding broadband deployment while

also recognizing the impact on our resources, however, Central Bradford concludes “it would be

appropriate to impose a modest fee” on parties, such as a flat filing fee of S500 plus a $1.00 for each

2 CTIA Comments at 7 (the New York commission declined to promulgate rules that reflect. the wireless carriers’ right

to attach to utility poles); But cf Pet ition of CTIA — The Wireless Association to J,7itzate a Proceeding to Update and

Clarify Wireless Pole Attachment Piviections, Case I 6-M-0330 (Order Issued March 14, 2019) (taking steps to provide

wireless providers access to utility pole infrastnicture).

For example, commentators could have provided information on their number of disputed attachment applications, the

extent of (heir and (he FCC resources implicated including time and staff, the ensuing resolution, and the fiscal support

they provide at the FCC, including regulatory or other fees paid to the FCC that contribute to that agency’s costs of

operations.
MAW Communications Comments at 4.
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affected, sufficing initially if even with “a short-term potential for incomplete dollar-for-dollar cost
coverage by the Commission.”5

Other parties are less sanguine. Crown Castle comments that the FCC draws on forty years
‘of experience dealing with the complexities surrounding pole attachments[, which] continue[] to
change at a rapid pace kdjudication [at the Commission] will require the Commission to take on
and train additional staff on an ongoing basis to manage the increased caseload and ensure disputes
are resolved in a timely fashion.”6 Similarly, the Broadband Cable Association of Pennsylvania
comments that the Commission’s caseload can increase dramatically.7

Commentators raise other issues that substantiate my concerns. The FirstEnergy Companies
comment that some pole attachment applications “have recently increased dramatically,” and “the
sheer volume of new requests” led to an affiliated electric utility’s having to outsource pad of the
application review process. Because costs related to the pole attachment process are passed on to
the regulated electric utility’s electric customers, inadequate cost recovery “would force electric
customers to subsidize telecommunication providers.”8 Duquesne Light Company, as a regulated
electric distribution company and pole owner, questioned the Commission’s entry into dispute
resolution when it may have jurisdiction over only one party to the fray and suggested that
distinction be considered in its proposed regulations.9 And though not addressing existing resources,
Verizon offers that the Commission “can monitor its caseload” but not act now because the
Commission’s caseload for retail, wireline-related issues has declined, and “there may not be a
material net increase in caseload[.j”°

On the other side of this challenge, CTIA — the Wireless Association, avers that a fact-based
response would be speculation, and we must satisfy ourselves with collecting our regulatory costs of
operations from our regulated public utilities.’ Eager to access the Commission’s dispute resolution
process, CTIA asserts that we should not “get[] into the minutiae ofjuHsdiction and procedure,”2

Central Bradford Comments at 5. The suggested $500/SI filing fee finds analogous support in the FCC’s recent

determination that a nonrecurring $500 application fee with up to an additional nonrecurring 51,000 fee for a new pole

attachment (plus additional annual recurring fees) is reasonable and not likely to mu afoul of Sections 253 and 332 of

the Telecommunications Act of 1996 prohibiting bathers to entry. See In the Matter ofAcce/eiating Wireless

Broadband Dep/ovnzeni by Removing Barriers to infrastructure investment, Accelerating Wire/inc Broadband

Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure investment, WT DockeLs 17-79, 17-85 (Declaraton’ Ruling and

Third Report and Order released September 27. 2018) at VJ 11,78-80.
Crown Castle Comments at 4, 6.
BCAP Comments at 3 (“assumption ofjurisdiction would cause significant administrative upheaval and substantially

increase the demands on the Commission’s resources”). See a/so CenturyLink Comments at 5 (“Commissioner [Sweet]

raises a very fair question regarding Commission resources.”); Duquesne Light Company Comments at 6 (while

impossible to estimate with certainty how many parties will access the Commission’s process, “[w]ith the opportunity

to file a formal complaint before the Commission utilizing in-house counsel, more companies may be inclined to seek

redress.”); DQE Communications Comments at 3-4 (while current FCC process is complex and costly, with access to

the PUC’s process, the Company “would certainly avail itself of the process if necessary.”): Pennsylvania Telephone

Association Comments at 3 (While difficult to forecast the number of disputes, “the Companies recognize that there

exists the potential for an increased burden on PUC personnel if it assumes jurisdiction[ .1”): PECO Comments at 16

(“PECO understands [Commissioner Sweet’sl concems about regulatory burdens.”).
FirstEnergy Companies’ Replies to Comments at 10.
Duquesne Light Company Comments at 3.

10 Verizon Comments at 17 (emphasis added).
CTIA Comments at 6,9.

2 CTIA Replies to Comments at 7-S.
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and welcomes any process, even New York’s. This is despite, as CTIA admits, “[I Jacking access to
utility poles in New York, CTIA’s members have no experience with the New York process[,1” the
“effectiveness of which in resolving issues pertaining to wireless attachments is entirely
unknown.”3

III. Fiscal Concerns

A. Subsidization by Existing Customers of Regulated Public Utilities

The FirstEnergy Companies’ concern that without adequate cost recovery their customers

subsidize telecommunications carriers and customers is the same discriminatory impact we place on
those customers if we open our process to nonjurisdictional entities without receiving any
contribution to our costs of operations. In the regulated ratemaking process, utilities pay our Section
510 assessment, and those regulatory costs are recovered from their customers as a legitimate
expense recovered through the regulated utilities’ customers’ rates. Cable companies and wireless

carriers currently contribute to the FCC’s fiscal resources through regulatory fees.’4 In addition, the
FCC imposes equally on all affected entities an application processing fee for pole attachment

complaints.’5 Assumption of pole attachment jurisdiction does not have to come without any

financial consideration on nonjurisdictional entities. While we cannot assess nonjurisdictional
entities, wc can adopt the FCC’s regulation addressing its pole attachment fee structure. Otherwise
we assume this jurisdiction at the expense of our regulated service customers.

CTIA analogizes the invocation of our dispute resolution process to that of a “consumer

complainant” that does not pay expenses generated by its complaint. However, that analogy bears

no weight. These are not “consumer complaints.” Pole attachments involve comme}cial negotiations

between large sophisticated entities. While disputes may be generically referred to as “ëomplaints,”

the FCC itself considers them “not ordinary customer complaints” but rather applications to be

processed and enforced.’6 Explosive changes in technology have caused the number of entities that

• provide “telecommunications” services today to expand well beyond the ability of our regulatory

resources to keep pace. Through the ratemaking process customers of traditional utilities
compensate the Commission for access to our process. Wireless and cable compmries and their

customers neither currently do, nor will they in the funre under the final rulemaking, contribute to

the costs of our operations.’7

13 CTIA Comments at 7.
‘ See, e.g.. htcps:/fdocsfcc.gov/public/attachmenLs/DOC-353886A I .if (regulatory fees applicable to cable television

systems) and htrps:!/docs.fcc.gov/nuhlic/auachmenis!DOC-35388SAl .pdf (regulatory fees applicable to commercial

wireless services).
flp,s:/!docs.fcc.gov.puhIic/attnchmeiUs/DQC_3539t5Al .pdf (FCC charges an “application processing fee” for

complaints involving pole attachments and publishing an application fee of $295 per complaint);

https:flwww.lnw.cornelledu/c&/text47/l .1106 (application processing fee for pole attachment complaints).
16 See /ps:,/jviii,’.ktgovJhcensing_datoha.ces/f&’c&c (FCC fees applicable to pole attachment disputes “ncJt ordinary

complaints”); note 15, supra.
I? Unlike jurisdictional service providers that fund our operations through fees that are passed on to their customers,

nothing in the pole attachment fee that attachers pay to owners contributes to our resources,
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B. Current Restraints on Telecommunications Resources

A concern as important as the proper allocation and recovery of our regulatory costs of
operations is consideration of our existing telecommunications resources. Our regulatory
assessments are sized gcnerally on the basis of our operations devoted to our regulated utilities. As
Verizon noted, our role over wireline services is shrinking. However, our assessments from
regulated telecommunications services are also shrinking.” Along with fewer financial resources
from which to assume this obligation, we also have fewer staff As traditionally regulated wireline
services have decreased, so, too, has the Commission’s telecommunications staff, which over time
has seen wireline telecommunications staff reassigned and vacancies unfilled. Also because we
have no jurisdiction over wireless, cable and other entities that provide “telecommunications
services” under federal but not state law, and we have only limited jurisdiction over broadband, we
have no staff assigned to these nonwireline issues. Thus cmv increase in telecommunications
caseload negatively affects our resources.

In transferring this obligation to the state level, we hold nonjurisdictional entities entirely
unaccountable while allowing the burden of our assumption of the FCC’s pole attachment dispute
process to fall squarely, unreasonably, and discriminatorily on the customers of traditionally
regulated public utilities. This is neither appropriate nor necessary.

IV. Timely Remedy to Address Fiscal Impact

Thee is no reason to ignore this issue before we adopt final regulations. The majority vote
today implements-a discrete, self-contained chapter of state regulations on an entirely new subject.
This is precisely the time to address the impact on our resources. The issue was raised and vetted.
Resolution at some indeterminate time in some indetenninate manner in the future, if at all,
insufficiently addresses the impact on our resources, which will be immediate.2°

Use of a fee-based application is well supported in the federal jurisdictional practice that we
are reverse preempting today. All entities, including those nonjurisdictional to our process, are
currently required to support the operations of the FCC through regulatory fees, a fiscal resource
unavailable to the Commission as nonregulated entities in Pennsylvania, as well as application
filing fees, a fiscal resource that could be made available to the Commission in this rulemaking.

A timely remedy could be accomplished in this rulemaking through minimal modification of
existing language in Section 77.5 of our proposed final regulations in one of either two ways: (I)
Adopt the FCC regulation at 47 C.F.R. § 1.1106, which imposes an application processing fee on

ISIn other instances involving our assumption of work not covered through our traditional Section 510 regulatory
assessments, additional financial resources have been assigned to contribute to the recovery of our costs of operations.
See, e.g.. Act 50 of 2017 (Pennsylvania Underground Utility Line Protection Act, also known as “One Call”); Act 127
of 2011 (levy on pipeline operators under the Gas and Hazardous Liquids Pipelines Act to fund the Commission’s
establishment and ongoing administration of a pipeline operator registry and enforcement of pipeline safety laws).

9 In the general utiliLy assessment order we adopt today, reported revenues from regulated telecommunications
providers have decreased by over $40 million compared 10 last year’s assessment, resulting in a reduction in assessment
revenues we will receive from these utilities, whereas revenues reported from other utilities has increased, which in turn
will produce an increased assessment. See General Asse.sw,ne,u Upon Public Utilities, BPS-3012l 36.
20 The FirstEnergy Companies state already have a pending FCC action that would likely come before the Commission.
FirstEnergy Comments at 11.
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pole attachment “complaints”; or (2) Require the filing of an application for pole attachment pennit
accompanied by an application fee with the Secretary’s Bureau in order to invoke our resources.

A. Modification of Section 77.5(b) of the Proposed Final Regulations

Adoplion of the FCC’s regulation imposing an application processing fee through adoption
of Section 1.1106 is entirely consistent with the concept we adopt today: reverse preemption of an
existing federal obligation through adoption of federal pole attachment regulations, including FCC

process rules where ours are silent. While our procedural rules are silent on the subject of pole
attachment dispute filing fees, the FCC’s rules are not and subject all entities to a $295 “application
processing fee.” No logical or legal impediment precludes our adopting this existing FCC regulation
governing pole attachment disputes to recover some contribution towards the cost of our operations.
In fact, doing so ensures some measure of fiscal responsibility in our actions today.

This could be readily accomplished as follows:

Section 77.5 * * *

(b) Parties before the Commission under this chapter shall employ the
procedural requirements in 52 PA. Code Chapters 1, 3 and 5, Title 66
PA.C.S. (relating to the public utility code), and related Commission
precedent except where silent, in which case 47 U.S.C. § 224 or 47
CFR Chapter 1, Subchapter A, Part 1, Subpart J. OR SUBPART G,
SECTION 1.1106, REGARDING THE APPLICATION
PROCESSING FEE APPLICABLE TO POLE ATTACHMENT
COMPLAINTS, will control.21

B. Modification of Section 77.5(a) of the Proposed Final Regulations

Alternatively, an application enforcement fee is independently supported because the pole
attachment process is initiated by an attacher’s “filing an application with the pole owner” seeking

penTiission to attach.22 Upon dispute, it is the application that is subject to dispute resolution. It is
entirely consistent with existing state law and the federal practice we are assuming to require the

filing of an application for pole attachment permit with our Secretary’s Bureau and the imposition
of a filing fee under Sections 317 and 501 of the Public Utility Code.

21 The argument exists that adoption of a filing fee to process a disputed pole attachment application is already implicit

in our action since our regulations are silent on the subject.
12 Comments of Velocity.Net Communications, Inc. at 3; See also In the Matter ofA eec/crating Wire/inc Broadband

Dep/ovmem by Removing Barrierc to fnfravtn,cture Inve.ttment, .4 crc/crating [fire/ass Broadband Deployment by

Removing Barriers to infrastructure Jnvestment, WT Dockets 17-84, 17-79 (Third Report and Order and Declaratory

Ruling released August 3,2018) at ¶ 7,64.
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This, too, could be readily accomplished as follows:

Section 77.5

(& UPON APPLICATION FILED WITH THE SECRETARY’S
BUREAU. persons and entities subject to this Chanter may utilize the
mediation, formal complaint and adjudicative orocedures under 52 Pa.
Code Chapters 1. 3 and 5 (relating to rules of administrative practice
and procedure: special provisions: and formal proceedings) of the
Commission’s regulations to resolve disputes or terminate
controversies. IF NOT RESOLVED BY MEDIATION. THE
COMMISSION’S RESOLUTION OF THE MATTER WILL BE SET
FORTH IN AN ADJUDICATION ORDER THAT GRANTS.
MODIFIES OR DENIES THE POLE AflACHMENT PERMIT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS REOUESTED OR DISPUTED.

V. Conclusion

Having wholly avoided a fiscal analysis while options are readily available to mitigate the
impact on our resources by adopting the FCC’s regulatory fee-based process while we assume a
substantial, new regulatory responsibility from the FCC is both fiscally unsound and entirely
unnecessary. In adopting the FCC’s pole attachment regulations, we should also adopt the FCC’s
regulation for an application fee through either of the two means identified above.23 Thi would
ensure that the interests of all stakeholders, including those of the Commission specifically and the
Commonwealth generally, are properly considered and served.

I am not satisfied that the inchoate regulatory action taken today satisfies the fiscal impact
analysis required under the regulatory review process. Assumption ofjurisdiction without
addressing the impact on our resources is in neither the immediate nor the long-term interests of the
Commonwealth.

For these reasons, I respectfully dissent.

Dated: August 29, 2019 bavid V. S; et/Vice Chairman

V Other options, though less attractive from the adoption process approved today, are to apply the suggestion of Central
Bradford or refer the level of the fee immediately to the proposed Working Group for consideration, reporl, and
Commission action.
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

400 NORTH STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17120

October 21, 2019
GLADYS BROWN DUTRIEUILLE

CHAIRMAN

The Honorable George D. Bedwick
Chairman
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Re: L-2018-3002672 / 57-323
Final Rulemaking Re Assumption of Commission
Jurisdiction Over Pole Attachments from the
Federal Communications Commission
52 Pa. Code, Chapter 77

Dear Chainrian Bedwick:

Enclosed please find one (1) copy of the regulatory documents concerning the above-captioned
rulemaking. Under Section 745.5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act of June 30, 1989 (P.L. 73, No.
19) (71 P.S. § 745.1—745.15) the Commission, on September 13, 2018, submitted a copy of the
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to the Senate Committee on Consumer Protection and Professional
Licensure, the House Consumer Affairs Committee and the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission (IRRC). This notice was published at 48 FoB. 6273 on September 29, 2018. The
Commission also provided the Committees and IRRC with copies of all comments received in
compliance with Section 745.5(c).

In preparing this final form rulemaking, the Commission has considered all comments received
from the Committees, IRRC, and the public.

Sincerely,

/4 6%-
Gladys Brown Dutdeuille
Chairman

Enclosures
cc: The Honorable Robert M. Tomlinson

The Honorable Lisa Boscola
The Honorable Brad Roae
The Honorable Robert F. Matzie
June Perry, Legislative Affairs Director
Renardo L. Hicks. Chief Counsel
Shaun A. Sparks, Deputy Chief Counsel
Cohn W. Scott, Assistant Counsel
Laura Griffin, Regulatory Coordinator
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